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Coming home

' )

One sweet mo e
Jerry Seinfeld explaillsall
· the buzz around his first
flick, Bee Movie -SEE NEWS, An

Knights welcome 1-7 Marshall for first
on-campus Homecoming - SEE sPoRrs, Alo

SDS rallies against the -B urger King
Protest in Union spurs free speech debate
•'

CARRIE RILES
Contributing Writer

A protest by the Students
for a Democratic Society
against Burger King's business
practices turned into a debate
with the UCF Police Department about free speech zones
outside the Student Union
Wednesday.
SDS was protesting the

conditions of farmworkers
who provide tomatoes to Burger King. They want Burger
King to side with workers who
pick tomatoes instead of the
farm owners, who, SDS mem·bers said, do not pay farmworkers a decent wage.
UCl" PD officers initially
told SDS that they could not
protest in front of the Union,
but later an officer overrode

PLEASE SEE
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UCF Police tell Students for a Democra~ic Society members that they can't protest inside
the Student Union food area. SOS rallied against Burger King's treatmtlnt of farmworkers.

PD ON A6

Get ready for

AJacksonville worker was seriously
injured·after an antelope rammed her,
causing gashes in her leg. Brown was
ing to get the 600-polmd East African
bongo into abarn when the incident
happened. Their horns usually average
25 inches long. Zoo Director Dennis Pate
said the antelope is "a nice animal."

Ritual highlights Homecoming week
SHAHDAI RICHARDSON
Contributing Writer

It's that time again: the
time when UCF's Reflecting Pond will ·hold more
than just water.
Today at noon, Homecoming 2007 will-coµtinue
with its distinct Spirit
Splash event.
This annual event is the
only time during the year
- when UCF students can
actually get into the .
Reflecting Pond and _have
some fun.
"Every time I walked
past [the Reflecting Pond]
in the summer, I wanted to
get in it," Julie Milton said,
"so the one time that we

'

the other officer's orders and
allowed SDS to stay there.
Police first arrived on the
scene after the protesters
entered the Union wearing
Burger King-style masks saying "Burger King Exploits
Workers" and T-shirts that said
"Exploitation King." Two of
the protesters were dressed as

can get il;I., I'm going."
Students will be able to
"make a splash" in the
school fountain while the
local band Last Winter performs, and the excitement
· of the pep rally will begin
in front of Millican Hall.
"The pep rally portion
· will be really packed with a
lot of great speakers and
great performances," said
Megan Policastro, the
Homecoming Committee
Spirit Splash chair and a
legal studies major.
The Splash will include
dance performances by
several groups, including
Rukus, Scarlet Knights and
the KnightMoves Dance
Team. The UCF Cheer-

leaders and marching band
will also be keeping the
school spirit going with
their performances.
Knightcast, the campus
radio station, will be the DJ
and master of ceremonies
for the event, Policastro
said.
Student Body President
Brandie Hollinger and Vice
PresidenfLogan Berkowitz '
will both be speaking. ·
Other
speakers
will
include UCF President
John Hitt, Football Coach
George O'Leary and Athletics Director Keith Tribble.
According to UCF News
and Information, Spirit ·
Splash was awarded "The
Best University Tradition
in the State" by Florida

UCFhas

campus
psych
shortage

Leader Magazine.
"It's a great tradition
that is really unique to
UCF," Policastro said.
Spirit Splash and the
pep rally are meant to get
students hyped up for the
Homecoming
football
game on Saturday. .
"It's really the one
opportunity to have a pep
rally right before t he game
and to get everyone excited
and pumped up about the
game," Policastro said.
Sophomore communi- .
cations major Steven Herrera agreed. Having been
to the event before, he said
he enjoyed how it turned
o.ut in the past.
·
"It was an exhilarating
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND CAMPUS, A2

T\RANSFER KNIGHTS
TO HOLD TAILGATE
RTY ON SATURDAY

~

UCFTransfer Knights club will be
ing atailgating party on Saturday
fr m7a.m. to 2 p.m.on Memory Mall.
F~ e pizza and soda will be provided
b inning at 12:30 p.m.and there will
plenty of games, prizes and music.

l CAL & STATE,A2

A RTRAN PRESIDENT
T DES IN CFO TITLE,
B COMING NEW CEO
~e parent of AirTran Airways, AirTran

Holdings Inc., said Thursday its
president and chieffinancial officer
will become chief executive. Robert L
Fornaro, 54, replaces former CEO Joe
Leonard Fornaro will continue to serve
as president.

CFF ARCHIVE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF students surround the Reflecting Pond at a past Spirit Splash. Spirit Splash is the only time during the year that students are allowed to enter the Reflecting Pond.

Budget cuts hinder .
hiring health workers
WENDASHA JENKINS
Contributing Writer

UCF has about half the
numberofpsychiatrists, psycholq~ts and mental health
workers recommended for a
campus its size.
University · officials said
recent budget cuts have put a
strain on the hiring of these
much-needed mental health
professionals for the Counseling Center and for Health Services.
The security task force,
implemented in April, suggested that Health Services
hire one more psychiatrist and
the Counseling Center hire a
psychologist and eight more
mental health counselors.
"The task force recommended hiring one psychiatrist and one psychologist for
2007-2008 [school year] and
recommended hiring eight
counselors in 2008-2009
[school year]," said Craig
Ullom, associate vice president of Campus Life.
However, the task of hiring
more workers has become
increasingly difficult. University officials said there is an
anticipated cut of about 3.6
percent in recurring general
revenue. If implemented, the
university could lose about
$9.5 million.
The International Association_of Counseling Services,
the organization under which
the UCF Counseling Center is
accredited, recommends that
there be one professional staff
member, excluding psychiatrists, to every 1,000 .to 1,500
students.
This means that the school
PLEASE-SEE
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Students get 25 percent Off gold apparel at Bookstore
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

UCF football fans will
attempt another "gold rush,"
this time at the Homecoming
game Saturday against Marshall, with the support of
SGA
SGA Athletic and Traditions Coordinator Brandon
Delanois has worked with the
UCF Bookstore to give stu-dents discounts on all gold
items.
·'we were working with
the Bookstore to find a way to
'\

'

unite everyone for the game,''
Delanois said.
It was decided that it
would be too hot to wear
black for a gameday, so gold
was a good alternative.
Some students agree that
it's a good idea to wear gold
instead of black.
"Gold is much better than
black; it's a great idea,'' sophomore aerospace engineering
major Luis Ayalde said.
Junior accounting major
Sam Eppy said he'll wear his
gold jersey to the game. Freshman political science major

Craig Eppy said he'll probably
buy a jersey because it will be
cheaper with the discount.
Sam Eppy said that he
doesn't think everyone in the
stadium will wear gold, but he
thinks wearing gold and white
could happen.
"It'll take a few years to do
that,'' he said. ·
Freshman
information
technology major Roscoe
Pyell has never gotten a ticket
to the football games but said
he thinks it's a good promo- .
PLEASE SEE
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. ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students first attempted a "gold rush" at the first Bright House Networks Stadium home
game against the Texas Longhorns. SGA is sponsoring the Homecoming game gold rush.
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CAMPUS
the UCF community

The UCF Transfer Knights
club will be hosting a tailgating
party on Saturday from 7 am. to
2 p.m. on Memory Mall. Free
pizza and soda will be provided
beginning at 12:30 p.m. and
there will be plenty of games,
prizes and music. For more
information, contact tsmentor@aol.com.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

The Centllll Rorldo Future is the independ ' t stude~t
written newspaper at the University of Ce tral Aori~a.
Opinions in the Ftlture are those of t _ind_ividlial
columnist and not necessarily those of lhe 1tonffi
l staff
or the University administration. All content pro of
theCentra/RortdaFutureandmaynotbere "nted l part
or in whole without pennission fiom the p isher.,

The 2007 Homecoming
Parade will take place Saturday
from 9:30 am. to 11:30 am. and
will start at the intersection of
Central Florida Blvd. and Gemini Blvd. and go clockwise
around Gemini Blvd. This will
be the first year the parade will
take place on campus. For more
information, contact hcparade@mail.ucf.edu.
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MOSTLY
SUNNY

High: 81°
Low:61°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: Mostly sunny. North northwest wind around 15 mph, with
gusts as high as 25 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a low
around 61. North northwest wind
around 10 mph.

MOSTLY SUNNY

3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Florida .
Pleas~ join us as our deans, program directors, and
admissions personnel meet with prospective candidates
and discuss our programs. Tours for Group One
Information Sessions will be held at noon and 12:30

1101 or 800-356-0026, ext. 1101 , for directions or more
information.
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SOUTHEASTERN
NOVA UNIVERS
·I TY
YOUR FUTURE. YOUR TERMS.

Nova Southeastern University admtts students ot any race, color, sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin. •
Nova Solltheastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools (1866 Southern Lene, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's,
bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees. 10-031-0?GMSC

•

3361 Rouse Rd. Ste. 200
Orlando, Fl 32817

LOCAL WEATHER

Information Sessions

•Optometry

•

RyanM@KnightNcivspapers.com

p.m. Tours for Group Two follo.w the Information
Sessions- running from 2:45-4:00 p.m. Call (954) 262-

• Financial Aid

"'

Trisha Irwin x212
Trisha/@KnightNewspopers.com

• Vascular Sonography
• Financial Aid

• Biomedical Sciences
• Dental Medicine
··Nursing
• Occupationat Tberapy

"'
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HeissomJ@KnightNewspapers.com
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Group Two
2:45-4:00 p.m.
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ORLANDO - The parent of
AirTran Airways, AirTran
Holdings Inc., said Thursday its
president and chief financial
officer will become chief executive.
Robert L. Fornaro, 54,
replaces former CEO Joe
Leonard, effective immediately.
Fornaro will continue to serve
as president. Leonard will continue as chairman.
Fornaro joined Orlandobased AirTran in 1999 as president and CFO. He became a
director in 2001.
Before joining the company,
Fornaro .held executive positions at TWA, Braniff, Northwest and US Airways.
The board made the
appointment at its regular fall
meeting Wednesday. Leonard
praised his successor in a statement issued Thursday.
"Bob Fornaro is highly
respected throughout the ~-·
line industry and has been well
known for many years in the
media, financial and investor
communities for his strategic
planning, financial acumen and
marketing expertise," Leonard
said.
·~ part of the board's succession planning, we had

• Physical Therapy

•

variery@(entra/FloridaFUlllre.(f)fl1

AirTran Airways presidenttrades in

• Physician Assistant

"

Natalie Morera x213

CFO title, becomes new CEO

Biomedical fntormatlcs

•

JennyAndreasson and
Matt Morrison x213

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

•Pharmacy

•

· editor@(entra!RoridaFuture.com
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•

Melissa Heyboer x213

Volunteer UCF will help
Hound Haven from noon to 4
p.m. on Nov. 4 at the Ocoee
PetSmart by handing out flyers
and showing dogs to people
interested in adopting.
If you are interested in helping, meet at the Visual Arts
Building at 11:30 am to carpool.
For more information, call
Chris Broadhead at ( 407) 8236471 or e-mail vucf_animals@mailucf.edu.

•Audiology
• Osteopathic Medicine/

•

,_ Editor-in-Chief

VUCF helps dogs find forever homes
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Homecoming Parade comes to UCF

1:15-2:30 p.m.

•·
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Transfer Knights hosts tailgate party

information Sessions ·
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oposal calls for How to ·g et out of a ticket, jail
aduate housing
AMANDA ZIKE
Contributing Writer

LIANA COLE
Contributing Writer

'

)

'

...

,

A new proposal is .in the
orks to make the UCF
ampus the new backyard
r graduate students.
The student-inspired proposal addresses the fact that
JJCF currently has no designated housing for its graduate s,tudents. The proposal's
purpose is to form a community for UCF graduate students where they can coexist with their peers.
,"They would have the
venience of living on
c pus and the benefit of
b ing surrounded by other
s udents who tend to be
ore focused on their studi s," said Alexander Hamiln, the Student Governent Association's Housing
d Safety coordinator.
Hamilton said he submited the proposal to the
epartment of housing and
resident life and is now
awaiting a decision.
The proposal states:
"Quality students build a
strong
foundation
for
research,
and
strong
research
infrastructure
draws the better quality professors. It is those same professors that teach undergraduate classes. Thus,
making an effort to [attract]
graduate students results in
a better education for all students in the universit}r."
The proposal calls for one
floor in one of the Towers
buildings to be designated
for graduate students. This
would be a stepping stone,
starting offwith about 75 residents.
The floor would also be
offered to upperclassmen to
e sure full occupancy. But
t e focus would be on gradate students who are seek. g on-campus housing.
"My hope is that we will
e able to fill it to show that
aduate housing is a viable
ption." Hamilton said.
The final goal goes
eyond the Towers in the
' orm ofan entire community
edicated to graduate stuents. · •
"I see this as a step forard in that process,"
amilton said. 'We have to
e able to show that the
emand is there before milions of dollars can be
pent."
This new community
ould help graduate students feel more included in
niversity life than they
ight in off-campus housg.
"It might be a better
ption for out-of-state stuents who want to be better
onnected to the university,"
aid Brandon Hinchman, a
raduate interdisciplinary
tudent.
Hinchman
said
he
hought it would also be a
ood idea for international
tudents who don't want to
eal with the year-long lea5s that off-campus, universi-affiliated
housing
quires.
Karen Lagos, a commu.cative science and disorers graduate student, said
e ·regards it as a good idea
i theory but pointed out
that graduate students aren't
typical college kids. She said
they are usually adults who
have other focuses outside
of school, such as careers
and families.
"Me and my fi.ance ·aren't
going to move to UCF,"
Lagds said.
She said she wants to start
a faµiily . soon and doesn't
think on-campus housing
woJld benefit her or grad
studbnts like her.
"Grad students have their
lives," Lagos said, "and graduate school is just a part of
it."
~ther students, such as
~ F alumnus Alex Carter,

LIVING ON CAMPUS
UCF
7,200 graduate students.
No designated graduate housing.
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
5,300 graduate students.
Graduate housing in Rogers Hall, Ragan
Hall and Alumni Village.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
10,000 graduate students.
Gratluates and families live in five
different villages on the campus.
Income caps are used to ensure housing is
available to students who most need it.
-Liana Cole

its graduate programs is one
way for UCF to move toward
that goal. He said he thinks this
proposal will start a po_sitive
domino effect.
. As of fall 2007, UCF had
over 7,200 graduate students,
and that number is expected to
rise. Moreover, last year almost
half of the graduate students
surveyed expressed that oncampus graduate . and family
housing was of moderate to
high importance.
In contrast to UCF, other
Florida universities, such as
Florida State University and
the University of Florida. offer
incorporated housing communities devoted to their graduate
students.
·
At FSU, Rogers Hall, Ragan
Hall and Alumni Village consist of graduate housing apartments, which comprise one-,
two-, and three-bedroom units.
FSU's graduate student total is
about 5,300, approximately
1,900 fewer than UCF.
With a graduate population
at about 10,000 students, UF has
five different villages for graduate and family housing. A few of
the UF communities also have
income caps to help ensure that
housing is available to the students who most need it.
Hamilton said when incoming graduate students can be
offered housing, UCF will
become a high contender for
the "best-quality graduate students."
"If UCF wants to compete
for the best graduate students,
we have to be able to compete
on all levels," Hamilton said,
"and graduate housing is a big
area that is lacking."

A total of 134 speeding
citations have been issued
by the UCF Police Department this year.
UCF criminal justice
department adviser ' Jeff
Gould said he wants to make
sure no one is No.135.
''How many of you have
$5,000 in cash available to
AMANDA ZIKE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
you right now?" Gould said Jeff Gould receives a plaque from Alvin Wang, dean of the Burnett Honors College, for
at the Burnett Honors Col- speaking at"How to: Get Out of a Speeding Ticket and Not Go to Jail," held on Oct. 23.
lege event titled "How to:
Get Out of a Speeding Tick- should also call 911 to document have alcohol or drugs in the car
and confinn that it is a real offi- at anytime.
et and Not Go to Jail"
''My rule is: if you do drugs,
No hands in the room cer behind them. he said
went up.
There have been many cases do them at home," he said
Keeping your purse or wallet
"$5,000 is the minimum of citizens posing as law enforceattorney fee for a court ment officers with vehicles simi- in the trunk ofyour car is anothappearance ifyou are arrest- lar to police vehicles and wear- er important step in getting out
ing uniforms as well. he said
ed." Gould said
of a speeding t;icket. Gould said
Gould is an advisor to the
After reviewing the basic
"Law enforcement officers
National Law Enforcement safety information, Gould get excited when they get to go
Memorial and Museum and explained steps that should be in your trunk," he said "That's
sits on the boards ofboth the taken when someone is pulled where they're taught the drugs
Federal Drug Enforcement over by an officer.
are."
Foundation and the Federal
"Stay calm and don't make any
Now that the officer can see
Homeland Security Founda- sudden movements," he said you are not hiding anything and
tion
"Cops are more nervous than you you're not a threatening person.
Gould spoke to students are, so they approach carefully.''
you should negotiate with them.
Tuesday about steps to folPut the car in park, tell your hesaid
low when they are pulled passengers to stay quiet and
''You can't argue with them."
over and tips to prevent calm. and put your hands on the Gould said "They've got to give
them 'from getting a speed- steering wheel where the officer you something [because they
ing ticket. or worse, going to can see them. he said
pulled you over]:'
jail
· He recommended that you
Gould urged students to not
Alvin Wang, dean of the
Honors College, was in
attendance and provided
lunch for the honors students at the workshop.
Wang said he was surprised
that there were more
women in attendance than
men. and for good reason.
Men 18 to 25 are targeted
by police more than women
in the same age group,
Gould
said.
because
younger men are statistically more likely to speed and

explain you don't usually speed,
to have them look up your
record and ask for a warning or a
lesser offense.
Sometimes, if the officer is
having a bad ·day, you won't be
able to get out of the ticket, and
you just have to take it. he said
Gould has worked full-time
at his family's publishing company, Gould Publications, heading
up the criniinal justice and law
enforcement titles. He is currently an independent consultant in the publishing field. He
also recently established the
Gould Family Criminal Justice
Library at UCF.
Officer Jeannette Emert of
the UCF PD said it depends on
mo~e factors than just what
Gould presented
"Every officer is different,"
she said
Every officer has a certain
thing they're looking for when
patrolling, Emert said Certain
officers may have had an experience in the past with someone
close to them involved in a serious accident as a result of a
drunk driver and they will look
for DUis. It all depends on the
officer.
"I appreciate the honesty
[from drivers]," Emert said. in
reference to pulling someone
over. "[The person's] demeanor
is important."

drive recklessly.

Gould spoke about driving statistics but also gave
general safety recommendations and information.
He said that everyone
should keep a copy of documents, including driver's
license and vehicle registration. at all times, and not just
in the car.
He also recommended to
anyone driving at night on a
highway to turn on their
hazard lights and proceed to
the next exit or well-lit area
if a car tliat is not a clearly
marked police vehicle
attempts to pull them over.
While proceeding to a
well-lit area. that person

~gree.

'\

'

1
'I think it's a good idea."
Carter said. "Graduate students tend to be more
fPcused on their education,
$0 it will create more of an
adult environment."
. Hamilton said that gradute housing would be a win. for the students and the
university as a whole.
UCF's vision is to become
"the nation's leading metropolitan research university,"
and he said that investing in
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focused on Bob as the CEO of
AirTran Holdings; and under
•Bob's talented leadership
capabilities, the company will
continue to build on its
growth plan and deliver
results for our shareholders,
crew members and customers."

•

Family wins $50 million 3 years
after car was hit by drunk driver
LAKELAND - A Polk
County jury awarded a Lakeland family $50 million
Wednesday, three years after
a drunk driver hit their car,
leaving their son with severe
brain damage.
The accident shattered the
skull of Mario Ladler II, then
4. Pieces ofbone were lodged
.into his brain, so doctors were
forced to remove some of his
frontal lobe.
Mario has since been institutionalized at the Florida
Institute for :Neurologic
Rehabilitation in Wauchula
because he requires constant
care and attention, The
Ledger of Lakeland reported.
His father, Mario Ladler,
suffered head trauma, as well
as ruptured spleen and
diaphragm, from the 2004
accident. He has been unable
to return to work.
. The driver of the pickup
truck that hit the family car,
Michael Yow, pleaded guilty
in August to DUI involving
serious bodily injury and was
sentenced to five years in
prison.
Yow's lawyer, Raymond
Haas, said his client plans to
appeal the verdict.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Education Dept. seeks more
information on student lenders
The
U.S. · Education
Department has sent a sec. ond round of letters to colleges that have a high proportion of students borrowing
from a single lender, as part of
its investigation into possible
illegal inducements.
The letters, dated October
24, were sent to 55 colleges,
from among a group of 921
that
initially
received
inquiries in June, said Sara
Martinez Tucker, the under
secretary of education.
The letters in the first
batch, sent on June 29, were
based on the suspicion that a
college's having a large volume of student-loan business
with a single lender could be
a sign of violations, such as
having financial-aid Web sites
that ·automatically direct students to a particular lender,
department officials said
Such situations are among
the problematic practices the
department has seen at colleges that give their students a
list of ''preferred" lenders, Jeff
Baker, a policy liaison in the
Education
Department's
Office of Federal Student Aid,
said. The department plans to
issue new regulations to govern relations between colleges and lenders, including a
requirement that any college.
providing its students with a
list of preferred lenders
include at least three choices
Margaret Spellings, the U.S.
secretary of education, said
during Wednesday's telephone news conference.
A total of 1,412 colleges
nationwide have 80 percent
or more of their federally
guaranteed student loans provided by a single lender,
according to data collected by
Student Marketmeasure, a
market-research firm in
Bethesda, Md., and released
this past summer. Of those,
531 institutions have 100 percent of the loans from a single
lender, it said
The nation's largest student lender, Sallie Mae, which
is the dominant lender at 327
colleges, gains market share
by offering products and
services that "prioritize the
needs of students and their
families," said Tom Joyce, a
. company spoke~man, in an
interview this past summer.

- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

HAD! MIZBAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Awoman inspects damage done to her house after a roadside bomb blast in Baghdad,
Iraq Thursday. Bombs killed at least 16 people in attacks across the Iraqi capital.

Bombs·kill 16 in Baghdad,85
suspected insurgents arrested

•

Students protest to demand
better funding of state schools

BAGHDAD Bombs
ATHENS, Greece - Stukilled at least 16 people dents rallied Thursday in
Thursday in attacks across downtown
Athens
to
the Iraqi capital and its demand better funding of
northern suburbs. U.S. and state schools and the repeal
Iraqi troops arrested 85 sus- of education laws, as hunpected insurgents in opera- dreds of schools across the
country remain locked
tions around the country.
Police said a roadside· down by student protesters.
About 3,000 school and
bomb killed five people near
a shelter used as a police university students and
recruiting center in north- teachers took part in the
east Baghdad's Shiite-domi- rally, claiming schools are
nated neighborhood of decaying physically and
there is no workable textBinouk.
Six other people were book distribution system.
wounded, they said. Most of · Some of the protesters lit
the victims were recruits !in,. flares during the rally outing up outside the shelter.
side Athens University,
In Balad Ruz, an ethnical- which otherwise passed
ly mixed city 45 miles north- peacefully.
east of the capital, another
Another protest was held
roadside bomb exploded in the northern city of Thesnear a convoy carrying the saloniki.
Thursday's actions follow
police chief of Balad Ruz,
Col. Faris al-Amitie, police numerous demonstrations
over the past year, but it is
said.
Six of al-Amitie's guards the first that police have
were killed and eight others been permitted to film.
were hurt, but the chief
On
Wednesday
a
escaped injury, they said.
Supreme Court prosecutor
In Sadiyah, 60 miles ruled that police had the
north of Baghdad, police · right to videotape protest
said a cluster ofthree attacks marches and use the evitook place around 10:40 am., dence in police investigakilling five ·people and tions and at criminal trials wounding 18 others.
seemingly overruling the
The
U.S.
military powerful Data Protection
announced the deaths of Authority, which has long
two American soldiers, held that cameras in public
killed by an explosion near spaces could only be used
their vehicle in Iraq's north- for monitoring traffic.
Meanwhile, more than
ern Ninevah province. Two
other soldiers were wound- 300 schools nationwide
ed by the blast, which remai.D. occupied by stuoccurred Wednesday, the dents demanding that the
military said in a statement.
government make good on
At least 3,844 members of its pledge to commit more
the U.S. military have died resources for education,
since the beginning of the including hiring more teachIraq war in March 2003, ers and refurbishing faciliaccording to an Associated ties.
Press count. The figure
Earlier this year parliaincludes seven military civil- ment passed legislation
requiring students to comians.
The Iraqi raids took place plete their studies more
over the past three days in quickly and giving universiJbala, about 45 miles south of ties more autonomy in hanthe Iraqi capital, and in the dling their affairs, measures
Hamrin mountains in north- the protesters want aboleastern Iraq, near the border ished.
with Iran, the government
Government plans to
amend the constitution to
said in two statements.
Thirty-four
suspects end the state's monopoly
were arrested in Jbala, and over higher education and
39 in the Hamrin area, the allow private universities to
government said In Hamrin, operate had to be shelved in
Iraqi troops also safely deto- March, in the face of stiff
nated six booby-trapped public and political resistcars and destroyed a hospi- . ance.
tal that had been taken over
by insurgents in th~ village Oil prices rise to $96 a barrel
of al-Bu Talha, it said .
after drop in U.S. supplies
SINGAPORE The
NASA works to restore
price of oil rose to a new
Discovery's ripped solar whig
record above $96 a barrel
HOUSTON NASA Thursday after a surprise
worked furiously Thursday drop in U.S. crude stockpiles
to plan a spacewalk to fix the raised concerns about supripped solar wing at the plies for coming winter
international space station, demand
hoping to solve the problem
Other energy futures also
before the shuttle Discovery gained.
undocks. The agency wantIt was the second week in
ed spacewalking astronauts a row the U.S. Energy InforAdministration
to tackle the job Friday but mation
had to push back the outing reported a sharp and unexto Saturday to give officials pected drop in oil inventoon the ground more time to ries.
fine-tune the repair plan.
"The decline in U.S.
The solar panel tear is the crude oil inventories has
more pressing of two major been a key driver of oil
issues hampering power prices," said David Moore,
production on the orbital commodity strategist at the
outpost. A rotary joint that Commonwealth Bank of
controls the solar wings on Australia in Sydney. . .
Light, sweet crude for
the opposite side of the station is also causing prob- December delivery rose as
lems. Both issues threaten to high as $96.24 a barrel in
.disrupt future construction electronic trading on the
York
Mercantile
work at the station, includ- New
ing the planned December , Exchange by midafternoon
in Singapore before droplaunch of a European lab.
But ignoring the wing ping back to $95.59 a barrel.
Crude
prices
have
damage could have even
more troublesome conse- reached inflation-adjusted
quences. If the damage highs set in early 1980.
worsened and the panel lost Depending on the how the
all power-collecting capabil- adjustment is calculated, $38
ity and became unstable, the a · barrel then would be
wing would have to be worth $96 to $101 or more
junked, said Mike Suffredini, today.
NASA'.s space station program manager.
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ourt crowned atgame
ti al idea. He doesn't think
U F is short on spirit though.
"When they built the stadi' they maxed out in spirit
y," Pyell said.
lanois said SGA wanted
ost enthusiasm for the

e.

)

tudents will receive a 25
p cent discount on all gold
appaEl in the Bookstore until
today.
·~ want to give students
a breac, it's a great discount,"
Delamis said.
Trere are several other
events planned for the Homecoming game as well.

)

AS 1

Window shopping

The parade will start at
As the st~tue is being
9:30 a.m. at the intersection of unveiled, the gates to the StaGemini Boulevard and Libra dium will open for the HomeDrive and will end right in coming game. The game will
front of the New Arena.
start at 3:30 p.m. and the gates
After the parade, students will open at 2 p.m.
can attend the Men's Basket'We're really hoping it all
ball team's exhibition game in flows together," Delanois said.
The King and Queen of the
the Arena at 11 a.m.
Following basketball, stu- 2007 Homecoming Court will
dents can welcome the foot- be announced at halftime, as
ball team, cheerleaders and all the candidates take centerband into the Stadium with field.
After a week of HomecomKnightwalk at 1:15 p.m.
A new statue will be ing events, students will be
unveiled in front of the Arena able to cheer on their team in
the first Homecoming game,
at 2 p.m.
The statue has been hidden starting new traditions for
by a white tent, in anticipation Bright House Networks Stadium.
of the game.
RAYMA JENKINS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Astudent walks by the painted windows of the UCF Bookstore. Many organizations on campus reserve a square each
Homecoming in hopes that they will win the annual window painting contest. Others use the spot to advertise dub events.
.}

Car set on fire at Peg. Point

.>

JENNY ANDREASSON
News Editor

COREY MAYNARD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF student passes by the UCF Counseling Center, which is currently experiencing worker shortages as a result of recent budget cuts.

nly 1 psychiatrist at UCF

,.

eds the equivalent of one
-time worker, either two
time workers or one fullworker, for every 1,000 to
1,5 0 students. The UCF
C
eling Center currently
approximately one professi
staff member for every
3 9 students, David Wallace,
· ector of the Counseling
C ter said
Although the university
f: es impending budget cuts,
ace said he understands
need for more staff.
"We have about half the
her of mental health
rkers recommended for a
c pus this size," Wallace
s d. ''While not untypical for
a arge university, this ratio
n ds improving."
Health Services also faces
staffing issues. It is reco ended that the university
h one psychiatrist for every
1 000 to 15,000 students. UCF
ently has one psychiatrist
£ its estimated 48,897 stud ts.
'We already had conversati ns about adding another
p chiatrist to our staff long
b ore the Virginia Tech incid t," said Bob Wrrag, direc-

tor of Health Services.
Health Services is working
toward adding more psychiatrists to the staff in order to
relieve some of the work from
Robert Morgenthal, the university's only psychiatrist.
"We're in the process of
putting the budget together
for the 2008-2009 fiscal year,''
Wrrag said '~d we are looking to add another psychiatrist
to that budget."
Health Services plans to
add one psychiatrist in January 2008 and another during
the Fall 2008 semester. Wrrag
said
The hiring of a psychiatrist,
a psychologist and support
would cost an estimated
$277,000 annually. And the
estimated costs for eight more
mental health workers and
support would be $757,000
annually, Ullom said
It is planned that the new
funding will come from
increases in the Student
Health fee. Currently, students
pay $8.11 per credit hour for
the health fee.
"Staff from both departments are working collaboratively to craft a proposal for
seeking additional funding
through increasing the health

The State Fire Marshal
and the UCF Police
Department are investigating a car arson that
occurred at Pegasus Pointe
Monday night.
A silver Lexus, owned
by Groveland resident
Thomas Ware, was parked
in front of Building 24 of
the apartment complex,
according to a UCF PD
incident report.
Det. George Holcomb,
of the State Fire Marshal's
office, said he has several
leads, and Ware has not
been ruled out as a suspect.
Ware, who owns the
entertainment company
Liquid Cafe, is not a resident of the complex.
"I was visiting a friend
and [the police] came in
told me that the car had
been set on fire," Ware
said. The car was burned
so badly that it was
, deemed totaled
Ware said a pouch with
important
documents,
including his passport, was
taken from the car before it
was set on frre.

Before 8 p.m., the driver's
side window of the car was
broken and the driver's seat
was set on f'rre using a match
and a red gas can, the report
states.
Three witnesses described
the suspect as a man, about 5
feet 10 inches tall, wearing a
grey shirt with white lettering
on the back and black pants.
One resident found out the
car was on fire and used his ·
apartment's f'rre extinguisher
to put it out.
.
The dashboard and steering

column were melted and the
front seats were burned.
Holcomb collected several
documents detailing the delinquent accounts and late payments on Ware's Lexus.
Ware said he has no idea
who could have done this, and
that Police told him someone
may have followed him into the
apartment complex.
If you have information
regarding this incident, please
contact Crimeline at 1-800-423TIPS, where you may be eligible for an award.

~--

fee which, if approved, would
be implemented in the fall
semester 2008,'' Ullom said
The Counseling Center
plans to request about
$325,000 in order to hire five
additional mental health
workers, Wallace said
The departments went
before the Fee Review Committee on Wednesday to submit their requests. Student
Body President Brandie
Hollinger is on the committee.
"It is up to the Fee Review
Committee to decide whether
or not that fee will increase - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . J . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for next year to accommodate
for the requests of various
entities so that they are able to
provide more services,"
Hollinger said
Both departments remain
positive about their plans as
they prepare fot growth.
'~dditional staff will help
us meet the increasing
demands we are seeing and
that we continue to anticipate
in the future," Wallace said.
"We have seen a 17 percent
increase in appointments
already this semester compared to the same period of
time last year, and we anticipate that demand will only
continue to increase."

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

•

1HOO Collegiate wav

11651 University Boulevanl

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-161&

401-513-9000

401-143-6100

wvw.morriott.com/mcoce
• l i3 Spacious Rooms
w;double Beds in
Mist Rooms

• Crurtyord Cafe Open for
Beokfost Doily
• 0Jtdoor Heated Pool
dld Jacuzzi
~ Meeting Rooms for
~p to 40 People

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

www.morriott.com/mcots

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p
• Doily Housekeeping Service
• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant
• High Speed Internet Access

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Internet Access

Ii---------~--~-~-~~-- -·------

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
*,$10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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Rain can't ruin this parade PD mistaket).ly moves rally
FROM Al

experience," Herrera said.
To prepare for the festivities, 20 teams, consisting of
many students and student
organizations involved with
Homecoming, painted the
fountain's splash guards.
The splash guards are
square plywood boards that
surround the center of the
pond during Spirit Splash.
Because the fountain
itself is turned off during the
event, the boards are put up
by the Physical Plant to protect the part of the fountain
where the water spouts are.
These boards are recycled
and repainted every year by
UCF organizations.
''.Along with the general
theme of Homecoming, each
team came up with individual themes and displayed
that through the splash
guards," Policastro said.

Because
this
year's tions that painted a splash
Homecoming theme is Tales guard. "Plus, it's just a good
of Terror, the teams chose time for people to get
splash guard themes related together to have fun and get
to movies such as Sleepy ready for Homecoming.''
Hollow, The Addams Family,
Despite the recent, freand even Scooby Doo.
quent rain, the Spirit Splash
"The guards are really committee doesn't believe
cool," Policastro said. "I weather will interfere with
think the teams did a nice this year's event.
job."
"If it starts pouring down
Students are looking for-' raining and lightning, of
ward to Spirit Splash all over course we wouldn't want
campus.
UCF students in the water,"
"I'm excited," said fresh- Policastro said, "but as far as
man nursing major Carlos weather goes during the
Saldarriaga. "I can't wait to event, it looks like a good
splash around in there and forecast."
frolic.''
Last year it rained briefly
Some are also anticipat- during Spirit Splash, but the
ing the giveaways that are festivities continued. The .
often included in Spirit rain eventually stopped.
Splash.
"We're looking forward
"I love the free stuff," said to having a fun anq great
Marco Robles, a criminal event as always," Policastro
justice major and member of said. "Even if there is a little
the Catholic Campus Min- rain, [the Spirit Splash] will
istry, one of the organiza- go on.''

FROM Al

the Burger King himsel£
The protesters marched
through the Union chanting,
"End the slavery, spank the
King.'' Protesters handed out
fliers to people before settling
in front of the Burger King
inside the Union.
SDS member Stephanie
Colombo read a speech while
SDS members spoke to people
waiting in the Burger King line.
"It is up to you people to tell
the Burger King what you
want," Colombo said. "Raise
the price of tomatoes one cent
per pound and double the
poverty wages of workers."
UCF Police officers arrived
soon after and told the SDS
µiembers that they were not
allowed to protest within the
Union.
"You can't come into an
area where people are eating:'
Cpl. Erik Lashinsky said. ''You

,

KATHERINE BOLLA I CHITRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An SDS member protests Burger King's
"exploitation" of its fannworkers.

have to get permission. We're
getting complaints that you're
going up and talking to people
who are trying to eat.''
SDS members left the Union
chanting, ''Up, up with the farmworkers' nation! Down, down
with exploitation," among
shouts of ''I love Burger King"
from people in the Union.
The members regrouped

Your digital world

Your parent's digital world

There's no comparison. You're part of the most technologically advanced
generation in history. Them? Not so much. So make sure you take
full advantage with AT&T's MEdia™ Max Unlimited. You can text,
send pies, IM, access the wir~le~s Web and even stream
videos as much as you want. It's unlimited, people.

outside the Union, where
Colombo resumed her sJeech
using a megaphone. upF Police
soon followed, tellin SIS that
it could not protest o tsile the
Union.
"This is not a fre
area." Lashinsky said.'
be out here, handing
and using a megapho
impeding the flow of
the Student Union."
Lashinsky told S S members to move to the ft of the
Union. next to the loa g dock
When asked what e group
needed to do to rem · where it
was, Lashinsky said
bers could stand sile
ing signs.
. The group then s · tered,
with some members oving to
the loading dock
some
mutely holding signs · t read,
"Hard work deserves a living
wage," "Justice for farmworkers" and "Profit King." Tie rest
of the members continued to
talk to UCF Police.
Lashinsky said tha: the
group was being moved
because it didn't file a Safety
Action for Event Api:roval
form, which is required fer any
events held on campus tlut are
not held by registered student
organizations. It is also reqll:ed
for events that could be p>tentially hazardous.
SDS member Eric E~old
argued that the rules Lashlnsky
was citing didn't apply to SDS.
"We're a student orga]1.ization," Eingold said. 'We aren't
subjected to those rules. We
don't need to fill out a SAFE
form because we aren't setting
fire to anything, we don'tt :ilive
over 100 people present,
although I wish we did, and we
aren't near a body of water.'
Lashinsky told SDS rrembers to discuss the m er with
the Student Governm nt J!.ssociation and Cpl. Jam s ~oop,
who works in the co
·ty
relations department.
During the discussio , Eric
Gomez, a UCF studen who
used to work in event services
in the Union. said that tle area
from the sidewalk by the "Jnion
onward was a free speech zone.
SDS member Austin ~mith
said that the free speech zone
was a non-issue because SDS is
a student organization.
"We're allowed to ~ out
here," Smith said, "gi~ out
fliers and talking to stutents.
The only time impeding :raffic
became an issue is whm. the
police pulled us ... direc:ly in
front of student traffic fro(l the
[John T.] Washington Cet;ter to
the Union. As a student o:ganization, once we stop .lSing
sound equipment, we're tee to
do this."
Lt. Bill Hope eventuallr told
the SDS members that they
could continue their da:nonstration in front of the Urion.
Officer Jeannette Emert said ·
on Thursday that the oficers
may not have been updaed on
the added free speech zo1es.
While some membersspoke
with police, the membersoy the
loading dock attempted b continue the protest by all1>wing
bystanders to throw tomatoes
and water balloons a1 SDS
member Jared Rice, wln was
one of the members dresed as
the Burger King.
Other group memben in the
loading-dock area g ve students information :o: the
protest and the con ti• ns of
farmworkers. SDS
-rrµber
Dominique Aulisio aid that
SDS worked with the o<ilition
of Immokalee Worke and the
Student Farmworke Affi.ance
to bring about this ev> t. ·
Lariza Garzon, a r resentaWorktive of the National F
er Ministry, attended e event
to help raise aware ss about
the current conditio of farmworkers.
"We want Burge King to
only purchase from
owners that don't use sla: ry," Garzon said. ''.And we
CEOs to
sit with farmworkers d listen
to their concerns, ju as they
would any other wor
Garzon and ot
members are urging s
attend a march on B
headquarters in Mi
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SDS members s d that
although the police inte rence
dampened the mome tum of
the group, the day w not a
loss.
SDS member Ashle Johnson was approached by a
woman in the restroom.
"She told me that sht was
standing in line at BurgerKing
when she got one of our :liers.
She read it, and she left thE line.
She didn't want to eat at Huger
King after that."
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2nd Annual
Florida ART Film Festival
February 1, 2 8 3, 2008

)

www.acrosst.o wn.org/filmfest.htm
Narrative Judge: Stephen Kay
Documentary Judge: Steve Robitaille
$500 Prize
Best Narrative a Best Documentary

vs.

Submission Deadline: November 30, 2007
Categories include shorts

.~

a features

12th Annual
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings

Writing the Region
July 23-27, 2008
www.writingtheregion.com
,

Intensive poetry a fiction workshops,
creative non-fiction, sports writing,
screenwriting, a more.
>.

.

i

acuity includes poets Peter Meinke a Melanie Almeder,
- fiction writers Carolyn Haines a Michael Knight,
screenwriter Jamie Pachino, columnist Bill Maxwell,
Scot playwright Margaret McSeveney, a more.
These events funded in part by Alachua County
Tourist D~velopment Tax,
- www.visitgainesville.com
the State of Florida, Division of
Cultural Affairs, and the
City of Gainesville.
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Baltimore Blast

j .7:35pm Amway Arena
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Tomorrow Night!
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l
Purchase at Amway Box Office
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ADIFFERENT TAKE ON
23-year-old officer handles a fire, a DUI and
a car vs. grill accident- all in just 12 hours
STORY & P~OTOS BY
AMA~DA MOORE

or UCF police officer Abbey
Horsley, an average night of
work isn't too far removed
from the COPS television
•
series.
Unless you count the fact that
she works 12-hour shifts and is
allergic to caffeine. ·

F

Aside from doughnut-eating,
the university officer faces a
stereotype that often goes neglected by the hyped-up movies
and TV shows preoccupied with
high-speed chases: messy apartments and the college students
who love them.
Horsley laughed while remembering one room search she conducted
"I don't understand how somebody can have ten plates strewn
across the room with dried food
and macaroni all over,'' she said.
"Or used condo~ on the carpet.
That's a biohazard as far as I'm
concerned
''You know your mom says
always have a clean pair of underwear? These are the people who
would have the dirty underwear."
At 23 years of age, Horsley has
been employed by the UCF Police
Department for three years and
has served as an officer for two.
Despite wearing a multitude of
uniforms over the years, including
that of a waitress, ski resort.attendant and even an animal feed
drive-through employee, Horsley
said she has always known the
uniform of a law enforcement
officer would be the perfect fit.
The Ohio native came to UCF
in hot' pursuit of forensics but

changed her focus to criminal justice. She is now close to completing her master's degree.
To get where she is today,
Horsley completed extensive
training within the Criminal Justice Institute at Seminole Community College. During training,
officers got a dose of pepper
spray, or "OC spray," to the face
and had to complete an obstacle
course nearly blind. Although it's
voluntary for the UCF PD, Horsley also chose to be Tasered
Though her formal training
was complete, Horsley's true lesson had only begun.
"I came right from college to
the academy and right from the
academy to my job,'' she said.
''You realize you've got to take
responsibility; you've got to be
aware .... To take somebody's freedom away, thafs a huge deal"
Horsley was supposed to work
with Officer Mario Jenkins at the
Rosen campus as a community
service officer the day he was
killed in the line of duty, Sept. 24,
2005.
Jenkins was completing overtime hours as a plainclothes cop at
the Citrus Bowl for a UCF Football game when an Orlando police
officer mistook Jenkins for an
armed suspect and fatally shot

Included in the 30 pounds of gear on Officer
Abbey Horsley's belt is an expandable baton,
Taser and tactical handcuffs.

him.
Even today, Horsley wears a
small rectangular pin with Jenkins' unit nmnber, 14, to not only
remember him, but also to remind
herself of her duty as an officer.
"You never think something
like that is going to happen,'' Horsley said, "but wearing that uniform, you have to be ready for
anything."
The Central Florida Future
tagged along with UCF police officer Abbey Horsley for her Saturday, Oct. 13 shift from. 6 p.m. until
6 a.m., a shift dubbed the "Charlie
shift." Even though many students
made the pilgrimage to Tampa for
the football game against the USF
Bulls, officers found they still had
plenty on their plates back at
home.

MARIO JENKINS
On Sept. 24, 2005, the UCF
Police Department's Mario Jenkins was killed when an Orlando
police officer mistakenly shot
him. Jenkins was checking for
underage drinking and wasn't
wearing a uniform when Dennis
Miller shot him. A tailgater was
also shot in the incident and was
later charged. Officer Abbey
Horsley was scheduled to work
with Jenkins the day he was
killed
"He was a great guy and a
great officer,'' Horsley said "So
it's just hard to believe; you just
get a feeling in the pit of your
stomach.
Left: Officer Abbey Horsley locks the doors of the Harris Corporation Engineering Center. Horsley leaves her ca:unning on the •
last name, Officer Scott Freeman and Horsley inspect the kitchen of ii dorm. Acooking fire seared the sto 'iood and llghtly
j

TIMELINE OF A DUI ARRFSf _
On the comer of University and Gemini boulevards, Officer Fabian
Ramirez begins giving a field sobriety test to a man suspected of DUI.

I

At about 3 a.m., the suspect begins walkingthe line. Ramirez said he
was alerted when the man tried to make a U·Tum from the wrong lane.
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In the ear!y hours of
· Sunday,Oct.14,Charles
Dimino and his son, Joe
review a statement by the
spotlight of a patrol car.
Charles was visiting Joe in
his Pegasus Pointe
apartment when a driver
hit Charles' parked car and
returned to urin11te on it.
The suspect was later
arrested within the
complex and charged with
driving under the
influence.

Agrill lies ripped from the
ground in Pegasus
Landing at 4 a.m. Sunday,
Oct. 14 after a rental car
crashed into it. Driven by
two brothers, the car left
the pavement and went
onto the sidewalk,
dragging a picnic bench
with it. ·

We asked, and officer Horsley answered
Q; What is your normal day like?
Officer Abbey.H orsley: On normal days, I wake
up around 2 or 3 o' clock in the afternoon. I eat something and then I come in [at 6 p.m.], and we do a briefing, and then I go out on the road I usually pack my
lunch so I can just eat intermittently throughout the
night. You never get a specific time for a break. Going
from call to call, sometimes you don't get to eat at all.
My shift ends at 6 am. I usually go home, wind down
and go to bed around 7, 8 o' clock in the morning and
sleep all day. Then I wake up and do it all over again.
Q; Why are you a police officer?
AH: Some people always have an idea what they
want to do. Iri third grade, the sixth graders came to
our class and made books and stories about us. My
guy made a story about me being a cop, and it's always
kinda been angled that way. Even all the personality
tests, the career tests, everything that I've ever taken
have always been realistic investigative. I love my job,
I love doing what I do. I love putting on my uniform
everyday.
Q; How is servicing a university different than

a regu1ar community post?
AH: There are a lot of differences. Jurisdiction is
the biggest one, but also main clientele. It's very different because you're basically gearing your response
and how you speak to people by who is in that community. There are a lot of students, a lot of faculty and
a lot ofpeople from around the community [at a university].
Q; What are your plans for the future?
AH: My goal has always been to specialize. I like
being a patrol officer because it gives me that base
that I need, that experience. My goal is to move to vio-

lent crimes: homicide, drugs and different things like
that. So, I'm taking advanced specialized courses to
gear myself toward that.
Q; What's your favorite part about being in
this type of service?'
AH: It's a completely different type of customer
service. You see the best in· people and you see the
worst in people when you go to calls. They're calling
because they need you, because something happened
in their lives, and you need to be there as a support
system, but you also need to be professional, basically taking the stress and staying calm and keeping
them calm. You're not just bringing out food. you're
handling lives.
Q; How did it feel the first time you pulled
your gun?
AH: It was a realization that ... in the academy tb.ey
always told us that every confrontation is an armed
confrontation. The first time I pulled my gun, I realized, "OK, I'm really in this. You're actually a cop." It
was almost surreal. You gotta know when is the best
situation to pull your gun, the best situation to use
your Taser, your baton, your spray or, usually, just verbal commands.
Q; How did you feel when you learned that
Officer Jenkins was killed?
AH: It's like pulling your gun the first time. It's surreal. You never think it's going to happen. It's almost
a denial factor. He was a great guy and a great officer.
So it's just hard to b~lieve; you just get a feeling in the
pit of your stomach. It makes you realize and respect
the people who do go out there every day and have to
handle t:Pose calls. You have a lot more respect for
everything.

111; locked, in the event of a call so she can get going without delay. Top right: Fire Marshal George, who declined to give a

ill some walls in soot. Above right: Horsley enjoys lunch at Jimmy Johns with Officer Joel Witherspoon and Freeman.

PHOTOS BY COREY MAYNARD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ramirez and Horsley checked the car and noted damage so that"they
can't come back and say we did any damage to the car," Horsley said.

Ramirez puts the suspect into the back of the squad car. Horsley then
waited until a tow truck came and then filled out an Impound Report.
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U Fhne acker Dernck Hallman, 38, nearly comes up with an mtercept1on dunng the Knights' 34-17 win over Southern Miss on_Sunday. UCF's first on-campus Homecoming game is set for tomorrow against the Marshall Thundering Herd. ,

...

UCF's goals remain attainable'
as season enters final month

Knights get prepared for
one-win Herd tomorrow

"'

BRIAN MURPHY

MELISSA HEYBOER

StaffWriter

Editor-in-Chief

And down the stretch they come! As college football
enters the final month of its regular season, Conference
USA'.s East Division is a bunched-up race, with four tea.mS
within a game of first place. After a roller coaster Octobei,
the UCF Football team will start NovembeF in second place at
5-3 overall, 3-1 in conference.
'
The Knights began October with two ugly losses, but finished it
with their two best games of the year. They will look to not stumble
out of the gate this month when they face the Marshall Thundering
Herd (1-7 overall, 1-3 in C-USA) tomorrow at Bright House Networks Stadium. Here are the storylines surrounding the Knights'
l-Iomecoming contest:
·

Records don't matter.
They didn't matter last week, when the UCF Football team dropped the Southern
Miss Golden Eagles 34-17, and
they certainly didn't matter two NEXT GAME
years ago when the Knights riding a 17-game losing streak beat Marshall.
According to head coach
UCF
Marshall
George O'Leary, that's the menTomorrow, 3:30 p.m. IBright House
tality the Knights need to take
into tomorrow's Homecoming
Networks Stadium
game against the Thundering
Herd
"Each game is an important one,'' O'Leary said,
"and I don't look at records at all. I look at what I see
on tape. [Marshall] is a couple plays away from winning three or four more games. We have to understand
Marshall's
that and bring our '.A'. ·game on Saturday or else we're
Bemard
going to end up on the losing side of the ledger:•
Morris ran
Marshall enters tomorrow's game with a 1-7 overall
for 120
yards and
record, and despite UCF's seemingly brilliant play the
two
last two weeks, O'Leary and the players know that no
touchdowns
team can be overlooked - especially since the Thunagainst Rice.
dering Herd are coming off their first win of the seaRANDY SNYDER I
son Saturday over Rice.

zfl\vs. ii

Adangerous 1-7 team
The Thundering Herd are coming off their first win of
the season Saturday, a 34-21 victory over Rice. But UCF
head coach George O'Leary doesn't care much for
records, and he is hoping his players don't either.
"I think, finally, the players are starting to understand
tha~ th~y (the Thundering Herd) are a couple plays away
from wmmng three or four more games," O'Leary said. " ... I
think we better be ready for a donnybrook on Saturday."
Records are just numbers to him, and instead, he concentrates on
what he sees in game film. What he has seen is a team with a lot of athleticism, led by quarterback Bernard Morris. Morris rushed for 120 yards
and two touchdowns against Rice, but he is also averaging 263 passing yards
per game and completing more than 60 percent of his throws.
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Men's soccer falls in overtitne·
ZACH PARDES
Staff Writer

The UCF Men's Soccer team
added to a seven-match losing
streak after a .disappointing 3-2
overtime loss to North Florida
UNF vs. UCF
on Tuesday night in Jacksonville. ·
A scoreless first half ended
with an 8-4 shot count in favor of
The Knights could not hold
the Knights, but they could not the lead for long, as the Ospreys
capitalize until 64 minutes into evened the score just two minregulation, when junior Mike utes later, after a shot by freshMattson connected on a low man Adam O'Neill found the left
cross sent into the box by senior comer of the net.
Philip Michael Hall.
With the score tied at 1-1, the

3~2

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The.Knights' Mike Mattson prepares to pass in U(F's 2-1 loss to Tulsa on Oct. 21.Against the North
Florida Ospreys, Mattson scored the first goal for the Knights in UCF's 3-2 overtime loss Tuesday.
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Knights heavily pressured the
ball to create scoring opportunities, and in the 78th minute, the
tactic proved successful.
Freshman Nathanl.el Jocelyn
recorded his first collegiate goal
with a 40-yard shot that beat
UNF freshman goalkeeper
Andrew Calise.
UNF was able to force the
match into overtifile after senior
Oscar Ortiz deflected a shot
through heavy traffic into the
Knights' net.
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON A12
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Magic down Bucks in opener
TRAVIS REED
Associated Press

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kamar Aike~ cel~brates after a touchdown catch during the Knights' 34-17 victory over
Southern Miss. Aiken has caught four of the team's eight receiving touchdowns this year.

Turnovers key
to UCF victory
FROM

AlO

NEWS TO NOTE

One of Morris' top
weapons is tight end Cody
Slate. He was a first-team Allc-qsA selection last season
as a: true freshman. He led the
Herd with 43 catches for 684
yards and six touchdown5. He
led all C-USA tight ends in
receiving yards and become
the first freshman to lead
Marshall in receiving yards
since Randy Moss in 1996.
This year, Slate has not
been a victim of the sophomore slump, as he leads Marshall with 42 catches for 576
yards and five touchdowns.
He ranks third among Division I tight ends with an average of 72 yards per game.

Atale of two defenses

1i

After going through four
weeks without forcing a
turnover, the Knights have
collected eight turnovers in
their past two games. The
Knights' secondary has been
especially impressive lately,
with s~ven interceptions in
the past two games and big
plays from many different
players. The Knights' secondary is led by four juniors, but
the contributions of some
young guys - like sopho- ·
more Emery Allen and freshmen Justin Boddie and Darin
Baldwin - are a big reason
why the Knights' pass defense
has improved
"Those guys coming in
here and playing right away,
it's big for us," junior comerback Joe Burnett said. "It's
helped us, and it's going to
help this program in the long
run, with those guys getting
their feet wet, getting into the
mix and playing good defense
for us."
Defense has been a sore
spot for the Thundering Herd
since the preseason, when
they lost the C-USA Preseason Defensive Player of the
Year, Albert McClellan, for
the season due to a tom ACL.
Marshall's defense has
been hit hard by injuries all
year, with as many as six
starters out at one time. The
Herd are allowing 35 points
and more than 450 yards per
game and rank 106th in the
nation in total defense.
Even worse, they aren't
creating many opportunities
for their offense. Marshall
head coach Mark Snyder said
in his mid-week press conference that tomorrow's game
will be about turnovers.
That's not a good omen for
the Herd, as they have recorded just four turnovers all season, the fewest by any D-1
team.

'What is Homecoming?'
That's
how
Burnett
summed up O'Leary's feelings
about Homecoming. The students might be having fun on
campus this week, but it's
business as usual for the
Knights. Homecoming doesn't make practice any easier or
\

'

BEST SINCE RANDY MOSS?
Marshall's sophomore tight end Cody
Slate, who led the team in receiving
last year, is third in the nation in yards
by a tight end, and leads the
Thundering Herd in that category.
LUCKY NUMBER SEVEN
The Knights have seven interceptions
in their past two games, including a
three-pick performance in their 34-17
victory over the Southern Miss Golden
Eagles in Hattiesburg, Miss., on Sunday.

more festive. They know that
they still have a game to play
and must prepare as usual.
If there is a benefit from
homecoming to the Knights,
it's that it should help pack
Bright House Networks Stadium, where loud, enthusiastic
crowds have helped the
Knights go 3-1 this year and
outscore their opponents 16997.

If the Knights want any
reason to be pumped for this
game, they just need to take a
couple of factors in to
account. One, they will face a
team tomorrow that many
consider to be a rival of theirs.
Secondly, they can become
bowl-eligible· and continue
their quest for the top of the
C-USA East Division with a
win.

ORLANDO - Rashard
Lewis came out decidedly on
top in a matchup of two
frontcourt debuts, and Yi
Jianlian proved he could be
dangerous with a little more
experience.
Lewis, the former Seattle
All-Star who landed a $118
million offseason payday,
scored 26 points on 9-of-13
shooting Wednesday night to
help the Orlando Magic beat
the Milwaukee Bucks 102-83.
Jianlian, the No. 6 overall
draft pick from China, had
nine points in 25 minutes on
4-of-5 shooting. He sat out
several stretches in the game
after getting his third and
fourth fouls, but showed the
same impressive range that
has made Lewis so valuable.
Not bad for a guy that three
months ago never looked
like he'd play for Milwaukee.
"If r can control the fouls,
I can play much better," Yi
said.
Lewis probably couldn't
have. The 6-foot-10-inch forward scored from all over the
floor, leading a Magic 3-point
barrage that buried Milwaukee in the third· quarter. As
Orlando
hoped,
Lewis
stretched halfcourt sets to
open up the paint for Dwight
Howard, and vice versa.
"He obviously makes it
easier for us, because he
draws so much attention
down low," Lewis said. '~d
when we're knocking down
3s, he's left with his man oneon-one."
Orlando, one of the
league's worst 3-point teams
by attempts last season, shot
better from 3-point range 54 percent - than the .field
- 44 percent. Besides Lewis,
Hedo Turkoglu helped the
effort with 24 points on 3-of5 shooting from behind the
arc.
"Turkoglu presents a
matchup problem, not just
REINHOLD MATAY I ASSOCIATED PRESS
for our team, but for a lot of
guys," Bucks coach Larry Orlando's Dwight Howard and Milwaukee's Andrew Bogut go after the tip-off in the Magic's season-opening 102-83 win Wednesday.
· Krystkowiak said. "He's an
offensive-minded
player. by blocking Turkoglu's struggled a bit offensively, with a sharp play t o draw Yi's
He's crafty - he's been layup, and the 7-footer particularly early in the fourth foul. The seven-year
around the block a time or scored his first NBA basket game, but to not even play veter an caught-the rookie-in-·
about 30 seconds after that the fourth quarter and end the air, passing up an open
two."
up with 12 rebounds and jumper to lean in for contact
Milwaukee hit 4-of-17 on a 22-foot jumper.
Howard
had
16
points,
12
seven blocks is unbeliev- and two free throws.
from 3-point range and 38
Simmons scored n ine of
percent from the field. rebounds and seven blocks. able."
Trailing 56-55 a few min- Milwaukee's first 10 points in
Michael Redd led the Bucks Perhaps most importantly
with 25 points - 12 in the for Orlando, he hit eight oflO utes into the third quarter, the second quarter, and the
the Magic took off on a 28-8 Bucks built a 41-34 lead midfirst eight minutes - and free throws.
"He's
a
rare
guy,
who
is
run that was keyed by way through the period.
Bobby Simmons added 18.
capable
of
absolutely
domiTurkoglu
and Lewis. Lewis
Turkoglu and How ard led
Andrew Bogut finished with
nating a game even when hit
three
3-pointers, Orlando back with an 8-0 run
11 rebounds.
Yi's f'irst NBA statistic he's not having a great offen- Turkoglu had two, and Keith over the next two minutes,
was a steal, followed by a sive night," said Magic coach Bogans and Keyon Dooling and Lewis scored four in the
quarter's final 2:33 to give the
turnover a few seconds later. Stan Van Gundy, who also each chipped in one.
made
his
Orlando
debut.
"He
Turkoglu
sparked
the
run
Magic
a 48-46 halftime lead.
He responded the next play

Final words
The Knights knew that
how they performed in October would go a long way to
determining their overall success in 2007. If you told the
Knights they would be 2-2
that month, they probably
wouldn't have been thrilled.
But they have to be pleased
with where they are currently
sitting in C-USA, 1/2 game
behind East Carolina for the
division lead.
The Knights' November
schedule looks very winnable,
with three of their four games
coming against the Herd,
UAB and SMU. Those three
teams have a combined 4-20
record in conference play.
Some might be afraid that the
Knights could overlook these
opponents. But the combination of the momentum that
the Knights gained in their
past two games and the
knowledge that anything can
happen any week in college
football make that seem
unlikely.
Ifthe Knights stay focused,
healthy and determined in
November, they can complete
a task that is critical to becoming a successful team: beating
the teams they should beat.
The Knights end the season with a home game against
4-4UTEP.
With a win and just a little
bit of help along the way, the
Knights could very well be
hosting their second conference championship game in
three years.
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Morris heads Thundering Herd's athletic offense
FROM A10

The victory over the the
Owls could be just what the
Herd need to get their season
rolling.
Quarterback Bernard Morris led Marshall· to the victory;
and according to O'Leary; he is
the main threat behind the
Thundering Herd's athleticism.
Morris rushed for 120 yards,
threw for 227 yards and had
two touchdowns in their win
and will pose a Matt Grotheesque challenge to the Knights'
defense. But O'Leary said Marshall is not just centered on
one player, but rather the
entire team's contributions.
"I think [Morris] can hurt
you with his arm and with his
feet," O'Leary said. "They have
a receiver (Darius Passmore)
that can run and catch long
balls. And their offensive line is
probably second to ours as the
most experience coming back.
They have good-sized guys
that can get in people's faces,
and they have a couple running
backs that can get the tough
yardage.
"They have the whole package, and I think last week the
light bulb went on. I think we
· better be ready for a donnybrook Saturday."
The Knights, however, have
proven in the last two weeks
that their offense can lean on
the shoulders of someone other
than running back Kevin Smith.
"I think, especially the last
two weeks, our offense has
really started to click," tight
end Corey Rabazinski said.
"Our quarterback is playing
good. Our running back is
obviously running good, and
our wide receivers are making
plays, so I definitely think our
offense is starting to click."
UCF quarterback · Kyle
Israel is coming of two of the

most visually and statistically
impressive games ofhis career,
and he displayed a new-found
confidence in last week's win.
On top of that, Israel has
discovered his running ability
isn't as questionable as many
thought. Aside from his 162
passing yards Sunday, Israel
also picked up 42 yards on the
ground, and had his second
straight game with a 22-yard
run.

"I think the last two weeks,
he has done things that I
expected a senior quarterback
to do," O'Leary said. "He's
made plays when there was
not a play there. In other
words, a good quarterback gets
you out ofbad plays and makes
a good play out of it. Not every
time, but 75 percent of the time
he does .... I think that is starting to show."
Without Israel's improvements, the Knights would lack
a lot of the recently discovered
depth on their roster. Regardless ofwhether the offense was
struggling, the Knights have
relied on the running of Smith
to carry them through the
game.
But the play of seniors Mike
Merritt and Sergio Joachim
have complemented freshmen
AJ. Guyton and Kamar Aiken
and have added options to the
Knights' passing game that
they didn't have at the begip.ning of the year. UCF must
continue to pursue these
options as the Marshall
defense will be gunning to stop
Smith.
Marshall brings solid depth
in the receiver area as well.
Tight end Cody Slate and
Passmore are tied for the team
lead with five touchdown
receptions, and Slate is leading
the team and Conference USA
tight ends with 42 catches and
576yards.
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UCF's Justin Boddie intercepts a pass in the second quarter of the Knights' 34-17 win over Southern ~iss on Sunday.The Knights have picked off seven passes in the past two games.

"They have a good tight
end," comerback Joe Burnett
said. "He's going to be a key
role for Marshall We need ·to
stay focused with him and
[Passmore] and play solid
defense to stop these guys."
But the Knights' defense
has played well the past two
games, and it will look to
reduce the numbers put out by
the Marshall receivers.
The best way they know
how to do that is through
turnovers. The past two weeks,
the Knights have combined to
force eight turnovers and have
proven that key plays like those
are what's needed to win
games.
"[Turnovers] are big," Burnett said. "[Secondary coach

Earnest Collins], he has hyped
greatly about reading our keys,
being focused, playing your
assignment, and that's something we've really been focusing on."
The Knights are going into
tomorrow's game knowing
that they can't take any team
lightly. Especially a team like
Marshall, which has shown it
won't go down easily. Last year,
the Knights went to Huntington, W. Va., and used a last-second field goal to beat the Herd
on national television 23-22
O'Leary said tomorrow's
game is important, not because
it's homecoming, but because if
there is one team in C-USA that
the Knights would consider
their rival, Marshall would be it.

(

Still strong:
After a standout
freshman season in
2006, Slate hasn't
had a sophomore
slump. He leads the
Herd in receptions
and receiving yards.
"I would think that ifwe had
a rival in conference, it's probably Marshall because of the history with them .... And both

Improving:

After a rocky start
to October, Israel
played extremely
well and led his
'-----"'"""-'-----' team to convincing
wins overTulsa and
Southern Miss.
teams seem to treat it that way."
Tomorrow's game is set to
kick off at 3:30 p.m. at Bright
House Networks Stadium.

<.

Tennis champ Hingis retires after positive cocaine test
SHEILA NORMAN-CULP
Associated Press

ZURICH, Switzerland
Martina Hingis announced her
retirement from professional
tennis Thursday after saying
she was under investigation for
a positive test for cocaine at
Wrmbledon.
She said the positive test,
which could lead to a doping
suspension of up to two years,
led to her retirement because
she doesn't want to spend
years fighting the case.
Hingis, a five-time Grand
Slam champion and former

Wimbledon winner, denied
using cocaine.
"I find this accusation so
horrendous, so monstrous that
I've decided to confront it head
on by talking to the press," she
said. "I am frustrated and
angry. I believe that I am
absolutely 100 percent innocent."
Her voice broke as she
fought back tears in reading
the statement. At the end, she
took no questions and left the
news conference.
The 27-year-old Swiss player lost in the third round at
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Wimbledon
to
Laura
Granville, 6-4, 6-2.
Mario Widmer, Hingis'
manager, said he did not know
why she waited until now to
make the announcement.
Hingis returned to the sport
two years ago after a four-year
absence because of injuries.
She won three straight Australian Open titles from 199799, and Wimbledon and the
U.S. Open championships in
1997. She came within one
match of winning the Grand
Slam in 1997, losing only in the
French Open final.
On March 31, 1997, Hingis
became the youngest female
player ever to lead the world
rankings. She was 16 years, 6
months and 1 day at the time.
She is currently ranked No. 19.
Hingis, who lost in the third
round of the U.S. Open, hasn't
played since her second-round
loss to Peng Shuai of China, 75, 6-1, in Beijing on Sept.19.
. Former top-ranked player
Mats Wilander and Karel
Novacek had positive tests for
cocaine at the 1995 French
Open. Both were banned for
three months and ordered to
return prize money and forfeit
rankings points.
Others have tested positive
for a variety of banned substances.

Hingis said she was
accused by "an outsource testing company" of taking
cocaine during Wimbledon.
She said she was "shocked and
appalled" when notified that
her urine sample came back
positive after the loss to
Granville.
"They say that cocaine
increases self-confidence and
creates a type of euphoria,"
she said in a statement. "I
don't know. I only know that if
I were to try to hit the ball
while in any state of euphoria,
it simply wouldn't work.
"I would think that it would
be impossible for anyone to
maintain the coordination
required to play top-class tennis while under the influence
of drugs. And I know one
other thing - I would personally be terrified of taking
drugs."
Hingis said she later underwent a privately arranged hair
test which came back negative
for cocaine. The official backup "B" sample test on her
Wimbledon urine sample,
however, tested positive for
the drug.
Hingis said she hired an
attorney who found "various
inconsistencies" with the
urine sample taken during
Wrmbledon.

(
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At a news conference Thursday, five-time Grand Slam champion Martina Hingis
announced her retirement. Hingis' sample from Wimbledon tested positive for cocaine.

''He is also convinced that
the doping officials mishandled the process and would
not be able to prove that the
urine that was tested for
cocaine actually came from
me," she said.
Hingis said it could take
years to fight her case.
"I have no desire to spend
the next several years of my
life reduced to fighting against
the doping officials," she said.
"The fact is that it is more and
more difficult for me, physically, to keep playing at the top
of thegame.
·~d frankly, accusations
such as these don't exactly
provide me with motivation to

even make another attempt to
do so."
Widmer said the test was
on June 29 but that Hingis
heard about the positive result
in mid-September and the
positive 'B' sample two or
three weeks later.
"She has great angst over
this," Widmer said. "She is
heartbroken.... It's crazy. It's
very complicated and complex."
WTA Tour chief executive
Larry Scott said the tour had
not received any official information about a positive test
and "as a result, we are not in
a position to comment on the
matter."
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Knights drop eighth straight
utes. That has been a problem
all season."
A 27-second overtime was
The Knights have let the
all the Ospreys needed to end past five matches slip away in
the contest. The deciding goal a similar manner, dropping
came off the foot of freshman one-goal decisions to Florida
Akil DeFreitas to seal the vic- International, Tulsa and the
tory for UNF in its final home · University of Alabama-Birmmatch of the season.
ingham, with overtime loses
"Once again, · we allowed to Kentucky and North Floriour opponent to linger," head da.
coach Bryan Cunningham
Of their 11 losses this seasaid. "We just couldn't put son, seven have been by one
them away. We have to play a goal.
complete game. You can't win
But an eight-match losing
without playing a full 90 min- streak has not put a damper on
FROM A10

Waterford Lakes• lake ~nderhill Rd.• 407-737-6606
{neict to Hooters)

UniversitY • Unigold Shoppin Center• 407-671-7197

the team's morale, Cunningham said.
"They're extremely motivated and are still positive," he
said. "We just have to take one
game at a time and create our
own luck. We know we let this
one slip away, but we'll bounce
back."
The Knights finish the season with two home matches
beginning with South Carolina on Sunday at 2 p.m. They
end the regular season with
Marshall on Nov. 9 at 7 p.m. at
the UCF Soccer Complex.
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Jerry Seinfeld makes bis big-screen writing
debut in this comedy about all things honey

COURTESY DREAMWORKS ANIMATION

Mooseblood, voiced by Chris Rock, and Barry B. Benson, voiced by Jerry Seinfeld appear in Bee Movie.

WILL GOSS
Staff Writer

After nine seasons of the
eponymous sitcom Seinfeld;
comedian Jerry Seinfeld decided
to do something different: a cartoon.
"I was
interested
in playing
with this
technology
of
CGI,"
said Seinfeld in a
conference
call
last
JERRY SEINFELD
month. "It
just looked
like fun, and
I thought it would be an interesting way to try to do comedy for
me - as a different way."
A project almost nine years in
the making, Bee Movie plays like
everything you'd expect from a
feature starring Seinfeld as a bee:
a compendium of bee-related
puns no one realized they never
needed, several celebrity cameos,
some admittedly amusing adultminded humor whooshing over
the heads of the younger ones, a
good-hearted message for the
kids and animation often gorgeous enough for all ages.
"It wasn't a transition for me in
terms of comedy, but it was more
learning the technology and how
that works and learning to speak
the language of animation," Seinfeld said. "It took me a couple
years to learn how this whole sys-

.

Starring Jerry Seinfeld, Renee
Zellweger, Alan Arkin, Kathy ,
Bates, Robert Duvall
Open in theaters everywhere
today
COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS ANIMATION

tem works. So it was a long
process oflearning that, but as far
as the comedy; that wasn't an
adjustment for me. I do the same
kind ofideas and writing that I did
for the TV show or in my standup; I think the movie has the same
kind of tone."
Despite being credited to codirectors Steve Rickner and
Simon J. Smith, it's difficult to
deny that this seems like Seinfeld's project for the most part.
"I get to participate quite a bit,"
he said. "I don't think there's anything in the movie that I wasn't
involved with from the script to
the character design, to the editing, to the music, to the props, to
the lighting, to the city and the
sound of the cars. I mean, I got
into everything just because
someone's got to do it. It's like a
ship and somebody has to be the
captain ... And even if it's wrong,
someone's got to be the one who
cranks the wheel So that was me."
However, the prospect of animation often absolved any challenges the cast and crew encountered
"That was kind of the fun of
working in this mediuin, is you try
to get these characters that have a
very funny look to them to act the
way I would have done it myself,"
Seinfeld said.
"It was very challenging and
very interesting to work with the
animators and try to create acting,
but you also can get these characters to do things that a human
PLEASE SEE

BEE ON A14

,A14

1
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MOVIE TIMES

Plain Jane Automobile soaring to new heights with EP
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
StaffWriter

American Gangster, Universal Pictures

Regal Waterford Lakes
541 N. Alafaya Trail. 407-207-9110
30 Days of Night
(R) 3:25p. 7:00,lO:lS

Open Captioned Showtimes:
12:50

The Comebacks
(PG-13) 110p, 3:3S, 7:0S, 9:30,11:4S

American Gangster
(R) 12:00p,12:30,1:OS,3:30, 4:00, 4:40, 7:10,7:4S,
8:1S, 101S,1110,12:0Sa

Dan in Real Life
(PG·13) 12:10p,12:40, 2:3S, 3:4S, 4:SS,7:30, 8:00,
9:50, 10:30,12:1s,12:Soa

Across 1he Univetse
(PG-13) 12:1S

We Own 1he Night
(R) 3:40p,7:00,10:00,12:3Sa

Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas
in Disney Digital 30
(PG) 1210p, 2:40, 4:50, 7:20, 9:3S, 11:50

Bee Movie
(PG) ll:SSa,121Sp,l:00,210, 2:4S, 3:SO, 4:30, S:OO,
6:SO, 710, 7:SS, 910, 9:4S,1010,11:3S,ll:SS,12:40a

•

Central Florida is home to
some of the most creative
people in the state. The various colleges, multimedia
companies and tourist attractions make this region a melting pot for all things cultural
Sometimes talented artists
manage to skid by without
anyone noticing.
For a band like Plain Jane
Automobile, the idea of
remauung
undiscovered
slipped farther and farther
away with each performance.
Since releasing their fivetrack EP, the band has
received massive amounts of
attention for their music. A
spotlight has been set on the
indie rockers, but it's all uphill
from here.
If you think you might
have heard these guys around
town, you're probably right.
While the band is native to
the Orlando area, the sounds
made by these musicians are

Plain Jane Automobile
Album: Plain Jane Automobile

***•.
Available Now
arena-ready. Often compared
to the vocal styling of Bono
and Coldplay's Chris Martin,
frontman· Duke Crider delivers personal lyrics with
absolute clarity.
The self-titled EP barely
scratches the surface of what
the Plain Jane boys bring to a
live set. But their releas~ is a
testament to the powerful
potential that contemporary

indie rock can possess.
"Close My Eyes" has
already made its way onto 0Rock 105.9 FM's rotation,
proving that these locals are
in high demand.
The EP shines, with "Blue
Jeans" showcasing the idea
that singing in a higher register is not a talent reserved
only for the ladies.
Crider's vocal range has
impressive
commercial
appeal, blending his echoed
vibrato with the guitar
melodies.
Plain Jane Automobile is a
local quartet of hardworking
musicians who have currently taken their show on the
road
But touring is only half of
what the band has been juggling. 'The success of their EP
has been a definite call to
action.
The band has kept busy by
dividing its time between
spreading its sound to as
many listeners as possible and
keeping fans up to date on the

progress of its studio time.
According to their MySpace
blog, Plain Jane Automobile is
working on a full-length
album.
The guys are no strangers
to success. They have played
alongside artists like OK Go,
Mute Math and Stereophonics.
And back in May, Plain
Jane Automobile helped
cement the success of the
Florida Music Festival when
they rocked out in front of
energetic fans.
Aside from the release of
their EP, the band has also
been featured on the
Superbike World
Champion soundtrack and ha
made their way
onto various
iMixes
on
iTI.tnes.
So what's
next for the
Central Florida
natives?
Only

•

time will tell, but one thing is
certain: Plain Jane Automobile is on the move and will
keep fans up to date so they
can travel alongside its successes.
For more information on
Plain Jane Automobile, visit
the band's MySpace at
www.myspace.com/ plainjaneautomobile.

•

..

Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to:
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom

i,,

Martian Child
(PG) 12:SSp, 4:1S,71S, 9:SS,12:2Sa

Bee Movie is for all, Seinfeld says

SawlV
(R) 12:00p,12:30, 2:2S, 2:50, 4:35, 5:05, 7:15, 7:50,
9:4S,10:10, 12:05a,12:30

The Game Plan

FROM

A13

(PG) 12:05p, 2:SS, 6:40, 9:40,12:10a

The Darjeeling Limited
(R) 11Sp, 410, 7:3S, 10:40

The Heartbreak Kid
(R) 1:1Sp, 4:10, 6:45, 9:2S,12:20a

Tyler Perry's Why Did I Get Married?
(PG-13) 12:45p, 4:0S, 7:40,10:45

The Kingdom
(R) 12:3Sp, 3:1S, 7:40,10:35

- listings fur Friday, Nov. 2

0THETUBE
9 p.m. NBC: Friday Night Ughts
Coach Taylor returns to Dillon, but it is not
an easy homecoming. It didn't take long
for the coach to make his return, and it
seems like it all happened a little too fast.
9 p.m. NBC:Chuck

Chuck runs into a fellow agent, who is
living a similar life. This show is pretty
funny, and it doesn't take itself too
seriously. It's worth a look if you're home
on a Saturday night.

'---CO-UR-TES_Y_DR-EA-MW-0-RKS-A-Nl_MA_TIO-'N

Jerry Seinfeld records the voice of Barry B. Benson, the protagonist of Seinfeld's first
film and animated feature, Bee Movie. The movie took almost nine years to create.

being could never do like, you
know, fly across the room and
crash into a glass window 10
times in a row. I couldn't do
that, but in the movie, they can
do it. So there are advantages
and disadvantages."
As for fears that a cartoon
automatically equals children's fare: "One of the things
I'm most excited about, and
how this all kind of came
together in the end, is there
doesn't seem to be any specific target audience for it," Seinfeld said. 'We've played it for
little kids, and we've played it
for adults and college age, and
everybody seems to find it
funny. That's not something
that I intentionally did, but
you just kind of hope to get
that result, and I think that's
because funny is funny, and in
the end, people really just
want to see something funny."

and Race Book
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S PREMIER
SIMULCAST FACILITYOPEN DAILY & NIGHTLY
YEAR-ROUND FOR THOROUGHBRED,
HARNESS & JAi-ALAi SIMULCASTING!
LIVE JAi-ALAi RETURNS
IN JANUARY!

(

College Students Always Free
(With Valid l.D.)

ThisAd Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)
<,

8:30 p.m. Fox: Family Guy
The funniest moments, satirical spoofs and
musical numbers from the show's first 100
episodes. This episode will be followed by a
new one, and it's been rumored that
Stewie may finally kill Lois in Episode 101.

MONDAVNOV.5': :

\;·~·:.:

'··

9 p.m. NBC: Heroes

One of Peter's forgotten abilities suddenly
manifests. It seems like this show is
reverting back to season one with the
whole "New York is destroyed" plot, but if it
worked once, why not try it again?
8 p.m. ON: Beauty and the Geek
Two beauties go head-to-head in a
memory face-off. This episode is supposed
to feature a major blow-up between one of
the beauties and one ofthe geeks. Nothing
like a really attractive girl yelling at a really
nerdy guy.
9 p.m. ON: Gossip Girl

Chuck contemplates investing in a
burlesque club to make his father proud. If
you haven't seen this show yet, get on it!
You're falling behind.·

ei@M•l
11mVl:I · ·
9 p.m. NBC: eOffice

>

Michael goes into the woods for his own
survival adventure when Ryan excludes
him from a wilderness retreat, with just
the suit on his back. Sounds like Michael is
going to do his best impression of Bear
Grylls; we can't wait.

(

(,

BILLBOARD

.

'

TOP 5 ALBUMS:
Artist I rtt1e I Label
L) Carrie Underwood I
Carnival Ride I Arista

2.) Robert Plant and Alison Krauss I Raising Sand
/Rounder
3.) Gary Allan I Living
Hard I MCA Nashville

4.) Serj Tankian I Elect
the Dead I Warner Bros.

5.) Josh Groban I Noel I
· Reprise
(.

f·

('
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QUICK FLIX

Costumes invade campus Despite star cast, Gangster
.

Staff Writer

College goes by pretty
quickly, but before we officially grow up, we can still have
some fun while we are students.
And there'.s no better way
to show off your inner kid than
With a Halloween costume.
Many students, including
18-year-old Josh Perlstein, got
into the holiday spirit by dressing up on campus Wednesday.
The freshman mechanical
engineering major dressed up
as a cow. Perlstein said he
found his costume at a garage
sale for a cheap price.
"I like cows," Perlstein said.
"Cows are fun."
Perlstein said he had no set
plans for Halloween but that
he would wear his costume all
day anyway.
Another festive student
was Maria Pecoraro, a 22-yearold senior political science
major. She dressed up as a
witch, a classic Halloween
style.
"I made [my costume]
myself out of various clothes I
had," Pecoraro said "I bought
the hat Tuesday night at CVS.''
She said she wanted to be a
witch because she has three
black cats named I.O., Europa
and Ganymede and thought it
was fitting.
She said her Halloween
plans included walking around
the Student Union in her costume, playing with zombies
who were walking around
campus and studying for a test
she had Thursday.
Jhessye Moore-Thomas, a
19-year-old junior biology
major, followed a newer trend
in
Halloween-wear.
She
dressed as a pirate.
She said her outfit was
made out of pieces from Party
City and recycled clothes from
Goodwill
"I am a huge fan of Errol
Flynn," Moore-Thomas said. "I
love films like Seahawk, Captain Blood and Robin Hood."

'
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does not live up to the hype

JAMIE SALMASIAN

,

'

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

American Ganaster
Director: Ridley Scoit"- --

***•.

For all the power behind
this reunion of Virtuosity stars
Denzel Washington and Russell Crowe - besides the
leads, Ridley Scott (Gladiator,
Black Hawk Down) helms,
· Steven Zaillian (Schindler's
List) scribes and Brian Grazer
(Inside Man) produces - the
result is an epic 1970s copsand-criminals drama that,
while thoroughly detailed and
convincingly acted, comes off
as undeniably :workmanlike,
given its pedigree.
The trouble inherent in
having a crime drama in which
the two opposing characters
are the last noble cop in the
Big Apple (Crowe) ahd its first
unassuming drug dealer
(Washington) is that it's all
business for the pair. And
while their prolonged first
encounter is no less satisfying
for its delay, it's the appearances of ever-sleazy cop Josh
:Brolin that suggest this story
might deserve something
beyond a passing interest,
from either its filmmakers or
the audience.
Opens in theaters everywhere today.
JAMIE SALMASIAN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jhessye Moore-Thomas, top, dressed up as her pirate alter ego for Halloween. Josh
Perlstein dressed up as a cow for the holiday. Students in costumes were all over campus.

She is such a fan of swashbuckling films that she modeled her outfit after her alter
ego, named Evy Scottsdale.
Moore-Thomas dressed up
for more than just fun though.
"I just wanted to dress up
on Halloween to prove it's not
a demonic holiday," she said.
"It's society that does that. I
enjoy the diversity of Halloween and believe it's one of

the best times of the year."
Whether students wore a
classic Halloween costume or
a funny or more risque getup,
this holiday gave students a
chance to act like someone
else for the day and have fun
with it.
Now if only it was cold and
zombies took over the world.
. But there's always next
year.

Delirious

Director: Tom DiCillo

****•
Les (Steve Buscemi) is a
prying paparazzo, K'Harma
(Alison Lohman) is a dim-witted diva and Toby (Michael
Pitt) is homeless but humble.
One's rags, one's riches and
one's about to exchange
extremes in writer-director
Tom DiCillo's engaging dramedy about the nature of
celebrity.

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

John Cusack, right, stars as an author and widower who adopts a child, played by Bobby
Coleman, who believes he is a Martian on a mission to Earth in Martian Child.

Buscemi easily lends himself to the sad sack that is Les.
Meanwhile, Lohman and
Pitt are both credibly goodnatured and the story arc
admirably reeks of hardearned insight and experience
among those seemingly
relentless flash bulbs.
Opens at the Enzian Theatre today.

Martian Child

Director: Menno Meyjes

***•.

It's Kramer vs. K-PAX, as
author/widower John Cusack
adopts a reclusive kid (Bobby
Coleman) who thinks himself
to be a Martian on a mission of
Earth exploration.
Considering how the story
itself is emotionally stacked
from the start, it would be hard
to deny its modest charms,
mostly to the credit of an everreliable Cusack and mostly in
spite of director Menno Meyjes and screenwriters Seth Bass
and Jonathan Tolins, who
strain the film's ambiguity for
as long as possible.
Opens at theaters everywhere today.

WtistcuttetS: ALove

~~:Goran Dukie

·

***•.

This afterlife rom-com
starts out with an initially
amusing prospect - the purgatory for suicide victims, such
as Zia (Patrick Fugit, Almost
Fanwus), is just like this world,
only everything is secondhand. But as the film morphs
into a more conventional road
trip, with Russian rocker
Eugene (Shea Whigham), and
love story, its deadpan charms
soon wear thin, despite the fitting appearance of rival cult
leaders Tom Waits and Will
Arnett.
Opens at the Regal Wmter
Park Village 20 today.

Shea Whigham opens up
Check out our interview with Central
Florida native Shea Whigham, who
plays Russian musician Eugene in
Goran Dukie's Wristcutters: A Love
Story, which opens at Regal Winter
Park Village 20 today.
Go to www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

The Central Florida Future is accepting applications for

~J~!
Editorial Positions GNNErr
<c)
1utute

•

for the Spring 2008 semester. Open positions include News Editor,
Opinions Edifor, and Variety Editor. Experience is preferred.
Applicant must be able to work Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Please e-mail a resume to: Editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com no later
than Nov. 7 or mail them to 3361 Rouse Rd. Ste. 200, Orlando FL, 32817
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SKINOLOGY... where science meets skin!

Q <- ;cl:OOl
710

We ore a medical spo that offers a full urray of .spa :services .such as focials, chemical peels,
microdermobrasion, Jet Peel, epidermal leveling, lciser hair removal and mouage. We also
do jnjedables using Botox, Restylone, Rodiesse & Juvederm, Please see ovr website for

1 -..

•$3-5 mini-services (mini-focials, mi~i-p~ls & mini·micro's)

•

& DETAILING CENTERS
12180 E. Colonial Hwy

• 0% discount for all UCF students & facuhy \ID required)

Any Full Service
Car Wash

9o

r!,

' Any Professional Detailing Service
••
Staring at $ 39.95

•

•
.

•
Straight Teeth,
No Braces"'
•
•

Chicken caesar
Chidten Crave

SS.75
$5.75

Chicken Breast

$550

Turkey
Oub
Philly Steak
Roast Beef

Black Forest Ham
Assorted

SS.SO
$5.75
$5.75
SS.SO
$550

Hummus
Feta
Swiss

I

Cheddar

$JSOOFF
Comprehensive lnvisalign' Treatment

-- -----=-'!:':.. ___.... _-...I

SS.SO

(Ham wfth Roast Beef orTutkey)

Souvlakl
Gyro

55.75
$5.75

Tuna

$550

B.LT.

Garden
falafel
Babaganoush

SS.25

Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA

Chicken Caesar
Jullennne

Speciawn: in Invii.ible Orthodontics

Greek

Caesar

www.lach-ortho.com

Garden

PIUS TONS Of TOPPINGS. SAUCES AND
1\

Platinum

s11.99
$15.99
$19.99
$25.99

I

j

ss.99
$7-99

1

$9.99
$12.99

1

;

·Interior Shampooing
• Polishing and
Paint Restoration
• Leather Cleaning and
Conditioning

1

'
',..,•,
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ECO.r

.

Gold

I
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{1/2 Mile East of Alafaya Trail on South Side of Colonial)
Comes~ why Bill's Car Wash was voted Top S in the Southeast
3 times by the Southeastern Car Wash Association!

407-365-0690
Woods Blvd Oviedo, S2765 *Gift

;
I

o·

spec:ials at wwyv.skinolo9ymedicalspg.com.
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UCFCONSERVATORYTHEATRE
BLACK BOX THEATRE

407-823-1500

NOV 8-11 & 15-18
www.u~eatretickets.com
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Tuesday, November 6 • 7pm

Tickets on Sale ·Now

t

TICKETS AVAILABLE BY CALLING THE TICKETMASTER OR THE HARD ROCI LIVE BOX OFACE M (487) 351-l.IVE
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check·
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday ·
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100
125
150
17S
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
HelpWanted:Full-Tune
Business Opportunities
For' Rent Homes .
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
hrSale:Homes

(

(
(

B
B
B
A
A
B

325
3SO
375
·400
500
600

700
BOO
900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
'A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

• 100

•
•
II

•

,
•

•
•

•
•

"
•
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Valets Must be professional and
responsible. Pay starting at $gfhr.
Immediate openings. Apply online @
parkwayvalet.com

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Crest at Waterford Lakas - 1/1 . $g25
cable, iritrn.t, alarm, water inclded.
Metro - Conway and Curry Ford 1s, 2s
and 3s from $695. Call 407-8~8-7502
Wanted: WEB-PAGE BUILDER
Computer data entry: ENTRY Levell
Understanding of HTML and Front
Page proficiency a MUST!
bllly@ticketmomma.com
or call 407-729-1952
Flyer distribution pressure washer
people needed. Must have
transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-35g-5go1

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING

Assistant to President
for Real Estate Office near UCF.
PT/FT. Exp with Adobe Creative Suite
helpful. Please email resume to
realtorcharlotte@earthlink.net
Photography/Photo Sales Position
Looking to earn extra money during the
holidays? Freeze Frame is currently
seeking seasonal photographers and
salespeople for special resort events in
Kissimmee. No experience is
necessary, but a positive attitude is a
must. Interview Today! (407) 648-2111.
UCF FOOTBALL SEASONAL JOBS
100+ openings available 1st & 2nd
Shifts. ·parking attendants. needed for
home games. 407-215-7788
Orlando@frankcrum.com
FT/PT Pre-Medical student
interested in working in medical
office/medispa/weight loss center in
nearby Waterford Lakes. Fax
CV/Resume to 407;_~07-4886
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 1g-2g,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Website Designer/Developer
Needed. Strong HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, DreamWeaver skills
required. Exposure to SQL,
VBScript, ASP a plus. Work from
home/remote. $15-20/hr depending
on experience. E-Mail resume and
sample sites to resumes@vistaits.-com.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs .
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford

$500/day Part Time

~115
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423.

Beautiful 212 Duplex 2 mi from UCF
g5o sq.ft., appl. and lawn maint. incl.
N/S $g5o/mo + sec. dep
407-35g-5001
3/2.5 Home, 2 miles from UCF. Large,
fenced backyard, w/d included.
$1200/mo. Small deposit.
(407) 923-3400
3/2 townhome for rent in Avalon Park.
$1300/mo. Great location. Amenities,
community pool incl. Flexible leases.
Please call 407-48g-8127
UCF Area- 412 + 2 car garage: Incl.
washer/dryer, lawn malnt. Available
mid Nov. 1,400 mo. For more info.
call 407-948-8409.
2 bed 2 bath Townhouse - end unit
Minutes from UCF off Alafaya Blvd.
Wash/Dry fenced yard carpet & tile
$825.00 month 407-383-g122 James
James@TheMatthewGroup.com

Visit www.YouBenefitNow.com
PART-TIME PAID INTERNSHIP
Commercial Realty Seeks
Telemarketer. Must be well. spoken, organized and reliable.
Min. 20 hrs/wk. Email resume to
Kathryn@centuryretail.com

~150
Customer Service Rep
Today's Staff is looking for CSR's to
work full-time Mon-Fri; g:30A-5:30P
Please call 204-887-6348111
Immediate opening - Business
Manager for multl-mllllon dollar
operation. Must have BA,BS
degree and accounting skills.
Salary, benefits, tuition
reimbursement - great work
environment. Send resume and ref
Its to dfox@nebook.com
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

New health company needs
distributors right now for product
launch. Go to www.exfuze777.com
and click on opportunties to become a
pro distributor or an executive
distributor. Sign up and start earning
real money today!
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

$1325 per mo. 3/2 Home. 2 bed 1
bath home plus detached 1 bed 1
bath inlaw suite on 2.5 acres located
in Oviedo. 15 minutes from UCF
campus. Very private large wood
deck. Acreage is heavily wooded no
yard maintenance necessary. Please
call Liz 407-4g2-6322

•

•

MAJORS!
Spring Marketing Internship
Available! Flex hours (10-15/week).
Great experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
.RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.
Nanny Wanted MUST BE trustworthy,
reliable, great wt kids, & safe driver.
Nannywanted@venutek.com
(407)-35g-86gg
If You're Not Earning

200

It

•

Looking for Outgoing Pff

Egg-Donor. Willing to pay up to
$4,000 If selected and If medically
acceptable. Ages 21-28, N/S. Please
call If interested (321)-303-1315

3 Rooms for rent In 5/2.5 house,
lakefront w/ pool, spa. Located In
UCF area. prefer 3 friends looking to
move into house. avail lmmed. each
$650/mo call for details 5164239959

•

2 level, 3BR/2.5 Bath, Grnlte Cter
Tops, Stainless Steel Appliances,
2500+ Sq Ft, Hardwood/Tiie
Throughout, 3 Car Garage, Fenced
Back Yard, Pets Welcome,
stoneybrook Gated Golf
Comm\jnlty, Minutes from UCF,
Call (407) 658-7858 for details.
$1500 mo, Available Jan 1st
Looking for F .reliable and respectful
roommates. 3 Rooms for rent in large
5/3 house in Tanner Crossing
overlooking lake. Must be clean, and
considerate. Avail. Dec Rent incl. util,
yardwork, H.S. Internet. Call info
g13-g08-8185 or rentucf@ ahoo.com

Brand New 3/2 house w/ 2
garage on conservation In the
South Village of Avalon Park.
Resort Style pool, with tennis &
Basketball w/ full gym. Cable
incl.$1500/mo 321-354-7267

I~

tUHHtNI:

l~ Apartments
1ST MONTH FREE
Beautiful 211.5 townhome. Completely
renovated, exc. location, only $875/mo
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-33g-1108 x 106
Completely renovated 212 condo in
quiet downtown area less than a mi.
from Thorton Park. Wood firs, granite
counter tops, stainless steel appl, WO.
Very close to 408. $1050/month.
(407) 342-g480
E ORUUCF- Gated 3rd fir 1/1 condo.
New appl, W/D, cable incl. Pool, tennis
courts, balcony. Yearly lease $800/mo
407-273-5g38 Ref: ADA
Beautiful and spacious 1 bdrm condo
with a lot of upgrades . Waterford
Lakes area. 1st floor, porch view of
pool, storage, valet trash svc. All appl.
incl. H.S internet. Lease to own.
407-230-0803
Room for Rent $480 +util
Less than 1 mile from UCF.
3/2+half. Avail Now. W/D, comm
pools, call Scott (321 )662-5273
2BED/2BATH Lake View, 2nd Floor.
W/D, Cable & Water Included.
$875/mo. Call {321) -2g7-6756111

2 M Looking for 1 M/F in a Fully
Furnished 3bdrm 2bth Home. A Must
See and Pies Are Available Through
Email. $500/month .includes Water,
Electric, Internet, Cable TV, Pest
Control, ·& Lawn Care. For More Info:
( 407)4og-6206

•

212.5 Luxury Townhome in
gated comm, marble floors, HD TV
DVR. W/D, furnished, private patio,
15' X 14' room, alarm system, $600
plus 1/2 utilities. Call 305 924-7813
Available Jan 1 2008.
N/ F Wanted Newar UCF (Waterford
Lakes Conservation Area) In nice quiet
clean house $450/mo utility, W/D incl
Call 407-277-4112 or 407-249-205g

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
•

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body '
antioxidant status.

UCF STUDENTS : 1 ROOM AVAIL TO
RENT IN 4BD HOUSE
1 bd w/ own BA $650 quiet, attractive,
gated comm. 3mi from UCF. incls
cable, his internet, util, kitchen,
dining/Jiving, stove/microwave, fridge,
washer/dryer, enclosed pool. deposit &
1st/mo rent req. 1YR lease, avail
immed Call 321-g47-3971
App. Fees waived & Free T.V!
· Room avail with priv bath at U House
$445/mo util incl. Free shuttle, pool,
gym, comp lab. M pref. 407-716-5765.
1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home w/3 UCF females,
min. from campus. Lake, yard, Internet,
private room, priv 1/2 bath. All incl.
$500. Details & photos:
www.wlakeshouse.com

1/2 off 1st month! Util. Incl!
3/2.5/2 house. Rent whole house or
share. Master avail for $6g5/mo all util
incl. Other bdrms $5g5/mo. Pets OK,
fenced yard, W/D. 407-73g-7863 •
3Bed avail in house. 5 min from UCF!
Kitchen and living room furnished
Bedroom size: 13x10. h/s internet,
W/D, cable incld. $500/mo
Call 407-435-48g2 or 407-435-4go4
ROOM FOR RENT WINTER
PARK $550/MO INCLUDES ALL $500
SECURITY 407g1 g8g48
Private 1/1 available in a 3/2 condo in
Oviedo. Female only. Includes utilities.
$430 per month. Call 407-671-8687 or
407-716-2782 Lv. Message.
Need a place for Spring?
3 rooms avail in large 5/3
$505/mo everything included
g13-go8-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
East orlando- room for rent. 3 ml
from UCF on E. Colonial. Private
bath, security, cable, kicthen and
laundry prlv. $500/mo all utll. Incl.
Call John 407-482-4g72
Room for rent in 3/2 house behind
Research Park, bike or take
shuttle to campus!
Washer/dryer/dlshwasher/wifi/nice
backyard, rent is $325/month plus
113 utilities. Serious
students/graduate students
preferred. Call (407) 466 7279 or
email jleto@mall.ucf.edu
Roommate to share all new 212
Condo- furnlshed,wood floors,
cath. celllngs,new appllances,w/d,
pool,gym,tennls ct. 1/2 mile from
UCF,utllltles,cable included.
$650 call Josh @81°3-763-2056
jclemmons@lnbox.com
Furnshd Room - Waterford Trails
Secure, clean family home. F only w/
good habits. References. $500 + Util.
No pets. Commun. Pool.
Lcsaenz@usa.com (407) 276-0846

•

•
•
•

,.

•

Complete Blood Work
EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
$300 Compensation

•

.
•

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544
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Filrin the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level

17

4

9

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Plant axis
5 Rescued
10 Throw in the
towel
14 Employ
15 Snapshot
16 Help menu
option
17 Crew equipment
18 Mythic
daydreamer
20 Suffering from
strabismus
22 Nonpoetic
writing
23 Martial art
24 Polish prose
26 Outrageous,
slangily
29 Cold pack
33 Volunteer
36 Possesses
38 Mechanical
learning
39 Wis. neighbor
40 Humanoid
43 Put on
44 Stead
46 _there, done
that
47 Poetic match
49 Posture
51 Lakelnthe
Sierra Nevada
53 Pepsi, for one
55 Adjusts to fit
59 Leader of the
Argonauts
62 Small percussion
instrument
65 Legitimate
67 Fly alone
68 Ponder
5g Blacksmith's
block
70 Leave a stage
71 Headliner
72 Down-and-out
73 Character
DOWN
1 Jolt
2 Pageant crown
3 Misstep
4 Note or letter
5 Lymphoid organ
6 Sailor's hail
7 Aye or nay
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All rlghte ret.eNed.

8 Piano exercise
9 Wingd.ings

10 25¢

11 "Render
therefore_
Caesar..."
12 Bad time for
Caesar
13 Zoomed
19 Larger-than-life
21 Tempest
25 Platter
27 District
28 Young hooter
30 Soul mate?
31 Bikini bomb
32 Tunney or
Tierney
33 Artist's medium
34 Dart about
35 Leaping parasite
37 Santa Maria's
sister
41 Seth's brother
42 Wear away
45 Bring to light
48 Earphones
50 Traffic diverter

1/1 for rent in Pegasus Landing full
furnished. $515 a month utilities
included, Available immediately
November rent free! Email questions to
Emilys_Pink_Elephant@yahoo.com
Female needed ~o sublease In 412
house with 2 female roommates.
Only 5 min from UCF. Avallable Dec
16th! $425/month plus utilities. NO
DEPOSIT! For more info contact
Katie@ 904-610-9221
Female roommate needed ASAP to
sublease 1/1 in 212 apt. in Pegasus
Pointe.
Furnished, quiet atmosphere. Great
roommate: nice, quiet and clean.
Available starting mid-December
through July, $615 a month.
Call go4-652-3180 or email :
bebechic72@aol.com
M needed to sublease 4/4 in The Lofts.
Super clean, 2 firs w/ loft, avail Dec.
13th, $56g/mo all util incl.
Call Paul at (772)-34g-4302
1st month's rent !reel Avail ASAP
4/2 near UCF $480/mo incl utilities,
cable, WJD and internet. F only
786-202-1677
Senior student sublease apartment for
January. Half rent will be paid when
you move in. $475m. Females. Utility
all included
Mishka 407-.683-8310

3 BR/2 BA/ 2 CAR, 2.5 Miles from
UCF, 15 Min from Downtown
Orlando, Incl. Water Treatment
System, Like New 1gg7 Home,
Motivated Seller $215k, Contact
Earlene 407.721.24g5

5 minutes to UCF
5 212 Condos avail. on all floors.
Appl,- W/D, water & cable incl. Scrnd
porch. Low condo fees. Own pay.
assist. for 1st time buyers. Starting at
$12g,goo Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874

Why Rent? Why Not own?
Avalon Park $220K 212 1,142 sq ft.
Townhome,Appllances,Screened
Porch, 2 Car Garage, Walk to Rec
Ctr.Owner will consider lease
option.Call 407 468-2686 or E mall
paulakotzin®watsonrea1tyc0rp.-com
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Last issue solved

52 Not likely
54 In unison
56 Power of
attorney
57 Dutch export
58 Clobbered, old
style

59 Gridlocks
60 Touch upon
61 Slugger
Sammy
63 Church area
64 Parched
66 Prohibition

for sale 10 min from UCF 152,500
407-81 0-5348
http://mfr.mlxchange.com/Pub/Emai!View.asp?r= 1724320876&s=MFR&t=MFR

LAKEFRONT CHARMER!
Gorgeous views surround you In
this 312 Lake Mills waterfront
home.
Flreplc, wraparound deck with
lake views from every downstairs
rm,
dock, mstr. downstrs. Best price
on Lake Miiis. Don't miss this rare
opportunity to llve on the lake!
Call Beverly Evans 407-325-9264
to see. ·

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
ADOPTION Is a loving choice.
A warm, caring, loving, financially
secure, happily married couple is
looking to adopt a baby. Lots of love
and a secure future Is promised.
Expenses paid. Call Karen or Stan at
Brenner Law Offices bar#260101

1-800-362-9660
LOSE WEIGHT LIKE CRAZY
Burn Fat, Block Cravings, Boost Energy
All Natural!! Super Easy!!
*Still Eat Your Favorite Foods* .
Call Johnny & Kate@ (g54) 415-8499

Free! Free! Free!
Any Cell Phone! Any Carrier!
Visit us on the web:
www.UCFcellular.com

USED BOOKSTORE
Fiction & non-fiction; sci-fi, mystery,
new age, comics, textbooks & more.
Cash for your textbooks, credit for
your books. VEDA'S BOOKS, g442
E Colonial between Econ Trail & 417
vedasbooks.com 407-380-5400
Mention this ad for 10% off!
Betsy' Home Cleaning Service
" Let me do the dirty work you hate
to do!" Call: 813-760-7978 or email:
betsyatahhc@yahoo.com. 1st
cleaning $10 off!!

neighborhood. Modern look, with
several upgrades. Must Sell way below
value. Great investment near UCF.
$217,200. 407-620-1625

BALDWIN PARK
$725/month
Beautiful lakeside 2/2
Condo, pool, appliances,
upgrades, walk to shops & restaurants.
B\JY or Rent! Apply monthly payment to
purchase with low to zero down.
1-866-380-7301 enter # 2202.
www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com
Lovely Furn. Remod. 212 Condo in
guard-gated Ventura CC. pool , spa, wtroom, golf, etc. Great invstmnt. Ready
for Students! $12g_gK (321)794-4405

Drum Lessons
g years experience
Avalon Park
Call for more info: (727)-515-g365

Winter·Springs Town home

1970 Chevrolet Chevelle SS396
L78, $4600 excellent condition,
11763ml, clear title, red, interior
black, manual contact me
(201)4674305 or melanlechevelle@aol.com

Brief Physical Exa

RateB

$8

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

•
•

RateA

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• 0ffering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

1

WANTED! African-American

•

First issue:
Each addl issue:

For sale: Ruby 1 g93 Mazda MX-6.
NC, power windows, locks. Runs
great. $1200 obo. 850-276-06og

Reprodcr - 512MBWireless LAN.
WinXP.4072760846 Lcsaenz@usa.com

UCF Tickets!!!!
2 Tix to UCF vs. Marshall 11/3 Game
Available! HOMECOMING GAME!
50 yard line, Lower Bowl, UCF Side!!
Section 109, Row LI
$45 each, call 850-443-21931
Laptop: ACER ASPIRE 36go-2goo:
$500 Intel Celeron M Procesr 420
1.6 GHz, 533 Mhz FSB, 1 MB L2
cache - 15.0" XGA LCD. 60GB HD.
DVD/CD-RW Combo ·- 512 MB DDR2.
Wireless LAN. 4072760846
Lcsaenz@usa.com

Health Services
Administration Student
Association MEETING!!
When : Nov. 7, 2007 6:00 pm
Where: TBA
Career Workshop! Get tons
of info on careers, resumes,
interviews, etc. Food and
drinks will be served.
Questions? .
HSASAatUCF@gmail.com

Spring Break 2008
Sell trips, earn cash, go free. Group
discounts available. Best deals
guaranteed! Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
1-800-648-484g or www.ststravel.com

Babysitter to babysit my son on
occassion in my Atamonte Springs
home. If interested, please e-mail me
at ccgator02@yahoo.com.

REGAL

OPENS TODAY

WINTER PARK VILLAGE 20
510 N. ORLANDO AVE.• WINTER PARK

CONSULT THEATRE DIRECTORIES AND LISTINGS FOR SHOWTIMES
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Get your favorite tunes - with the flick of your wrist.
It's the Juke by Samsung, and it's new from Verizon Wireless.
Show off your music in style, thanks to the swing-open
design. Plus, pack in hundreds of your favorite songs.

The Verizon Wireless Juke by Samsung
• Includes wired stereo headset and USB cable

~)

• GPS navigation cap.a ble
• Available in blue, teal and red
.

i

Visit your local Verizon Wireless Communications Store to take advantage
of these exclusive offers.
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ver-zonwireless

Visit www.verizonwireless.com or c·all 1.800.NETWORK
·1
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